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Abstract
I read the majority of Smith's novels on a mountain in Mentone, Alabama last summer at
a eamp for girls. Though Lookout Mountain is a baby, a foothill of Smith's Appalachia,
my environment helped me imagine Ivy Rowe's setting. Fair ami Temier Ladies struck
me with its sense of loss. This key word of loss drove my preliminary research. It wasn't
until reading later novels that I discovered the hope Smith brought to the discussion. I
chose Ivy. Florida Grace, and Molly because they build upon one another's characters
well. Their stories wander and return to their changed homes as changed people. Since
last summer I began listening to musicians like Caroline Herring who expressed the
combined son'ow and hope similar to Smith's books. I heard Herring perform live on this
same mountain. I wanted to pepper my thesis with other fomis of creativity. The novel
form expresses truth despite its fictional content, like music expresses toned sentiment. I
suppose fiction expresses the same.
I have discovered a lifetime in this process: a) Smith's settings direct her characters in
their wanderings, b) the physical elements of earth, water, and fire influence Smith's
tones and writing style for the three respective novels at hand, c) Smith places the
maintaining of the setting in the hands of her female protagonists who in turn become
their mothers and by doing so. revitalize these women, d)at the end of the journey. Smith
disintegrates her setting, her character's lives fade away, and only the words remain
which reinforces the value of the widtten word.
My life lately has been very similar to what I am claiming about Smith's books. I have
been traveling along this journey of research and writing constantly reflecting on what I
have learned and for what I am still searching. I have centered my attentions and my
studies on tiying to figure out what it is about Smith's characters and their respective
homes that brings them back to the place they began. It seems to me that I. like Smith's
protagonists, am back to where I was. I have learned much. I have changed in my initial
thoughts about the text and I doubt that with these words my contemplating ends.
However, what I thought I could not accomplish I now hold in my hands. I have these
pages of words to show for my research. Like Smith's characters, my journey here
submits itself in written form.
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Not All Those Who Wander are Lost:” The Long Way Home in the

Works of Lee Smith

/\ff tfuit is goCififocs not ^fitter.
C\^ot a(Ttfwsc n fw ivatufcrare Cost:
7fte offtfuit is strong does not uitfier,
^Deep roots are not reacfied6y tfiefrost,
droni tfie asfies afire sfiaff6e uofs^u
yl figfitfrom tfie sfiadows sfiaffspring;
‘lifneii edsfiaff6e 6fade tfiat uas Oro/ien,
I'fie croivnfess again sfiaff6e fing.

foCfijcn, n^fie Cored ofn^Tie doings
Lee Smith explores the boundaries of a woman's home in her novels through
devices of circular plot structure and the physical and spiritual wanderings of her female
protagonists. Smith tests the limits of her characters' personalities through trials and
triumphs and gives readers the impression that just one life for Smith wasn't enough—
she needed to experiment with the lives of her memorable protagonists as well. The lives
and stories Smith creates push the boundaries of place and woman as well as open the
floor for conversations about the female creative voice in contemporary Southern
literature, the significance of mother/daughter relationships in a woman's life, and the
Southern gothic impulse. Smith acutely and creatively depicts the ebbs and flows of
human love, loss, life and death in the lives of her characters. By encapsulating topics in
female southern literature such as space, place and the female creative voice, alongside a
painstakingly honest portrait of an entire human life. Smith completes the circle for her
characters by ending her stories back at the beginning, a place we all recognize. Her
protagonists have wandered and found.
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herself brings a new element of strength to her preceding protagonist. Ivy Rowe. Molly
also picks up where Florida Grace drifts off by incorporating the supernatural world into

daily life.

Smith uses unique and different forms for each of the three novels. Smith tells
Ivy's story via letters, ranging from those addressed to a pen pal named Hanneke. to a
beloved teacher, to a childhood friend, to a long-lost sister

all revealing Ivy's side of the

story. Letters from Ivy alone masterfully tell of Ivy's entire life journey that leads her
back to Sugar Fork. Smith ends the majority of Ivy's letters with the same words or a
variation of the phrase, “I remain your...Ivy Rowe.

Ivy. like her solid mountain home.

remains on every page: loyal, authentic, and creative.

Ivy's father dies of illness early in Ivy's life leaving Ivy's mother. Maude to
defend the home. As a young girl. Ivy describes her sickly father as, “slite as a boy. with
nary a line on his face''(Smith 40). Ivy also watches her mother deal with the loss ot her
husband and comments frequently on her mother's declining physical appearance, as it
her mother's body evidences the world's harshness. Ivy observes. *‘Now she looked 20
years oldern him. But a course he had not done nothing but layed ther,just layed ther
was all he culd do for years while Momma had been out fighting the world alone' (40).
Ivy, like her mother, will eventually fall or rise to fight out the world alone: she will
eventually accept her role as mountain matriarch and defend the home as her mother had
done.

The duties of the mountain matriarch take a deep toll on the females' physical
and emotional wellbeing. Ivy comments on her mother's loss ot spirit:"...but Momma is
just plain different here. I guess you must of noticed before you left. It is like all the fire
3

and wildness went out of her when we come down off the mountain. I can not say. You
know she was awful and scarry sometimes up there, but now she is very quite and don't
say much atall. Instead of shooting sparks, her eyes are duH"(97). Ivy observes that
when her mother departs from the mountain, her power and wildness vanish. Her
mother's departure from her mountain setting, a prison though it may be. symbolizes a
loss of strength that Ivy too would discover if she left her mountain. The mountains, tor
the matriarchs, represent the strength that centers and focuses family and female lite in
Appalachia.
Ivy's sister, Silvaney. becomes an incredibly important figure to the text and
embodies Ivy's imagination and capacity for creativity. After her father s death. Ivy
realizes more acutely the “fire" that lies within her sister Silvaney. Traces of Silvaney s
illness or mental disease subtly present themselves until this point, however, the problem
eventually develops into an issue that cannot be ignored. In a letter to her deceased
father. Ivy who is burdened with a gift of knowing, relays the following:"And Silvaney
has got a ligt in her eye now like a reglar fire, it is like her whole face is lit up from
inside, like they is a fire in her head shining through, and its not long I think before this
fire is going to burn her up"(65). Silvaney is eventually taken away to a presumably
sterile and impersonal mental institution, where she dies some years later. Even after her
death, however. Ivy continues to write letters to Silvaney. Though her sister has died. Ivy
refuses to cease imagining her. Ivy keeps her creativity and the memory of her sistei
alive by expressing her deepest thoughts to Silvaney.
As time and Smith's novel progress. Ivy's family members leave or die, to the
extent that Ivy wonders aloud to norm figure Geneva Hunt, it “all life is is people
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leaving." A sense of true loss permeates Smith's novel, intimating not only the
possibility for bad in the world, but also the capacity for extreme good in extremely
ordinary situations. Ivy recognizes this phenomenon, and writes to her lost tather. “Oh
Daddy Daddy when 1 think of them that are dead and gone, and of all that has happened. I
don't want nothing else to happen to me, ever. 1 do not even want to be in love any more,
nor write of love, as it is scarry. Too many things can happen in this world”(81). Scholar
Dorthy Dodge Robbins calls the above passage a “eulogy"(l 39)of Ivy's childhood in
which Ivy articulates a spirit or fervor that she recognizes within herself. Throughout her
life, a related internal struggle rages within Ivy. She wonders if staying or leaving the
mountain will satisfy her thirsts. She wonders if the answer can be found in passionate
love or steadfastness. Ivy expresses her wonderments with the vehicle of letters.

Much of Ivy's spirit manifests itself through the creativity of her letters. Smith
follows Ivy's diction over an entire life span and develops Ivy s language and vocabulary
alongside Ivy's character. Dodge Robbins argues that the mistakes with which Ivy
peppers her letters “are the essence of her art;

there is a face-to-face quality

characteristic of oral storytelling in Ivy's written words as it Molly is sitting across from
her in the Rowe cabin instead of in a state far away"(137). Ivy s words are artful.
accessible and meaningful. They are an extension of herself and her experience. The
epistolary form utilized by Smith not only conveys the content of Ivy s life but also
indicates the progression of storytelling production, and Ivy's development as an artist.
Dodge Robbins continues.

...Lee Smith uses the epistolary form as a vehicle for achieving transformation
on two levels—the personal and the cultural. In this dual role the letters both
5

record the life of an Appalachian woman and depict the transition of a culture
from oral to written. Ivy's ongoing discovery of self as a person and artist is both
documented and created on the page. Like a mirror, her letters both reflect and
reveal her identity. On the cultural plain, the personal letter is a bridge between
two divergent fomis of artistic expression, the spoken and the written story.
(Dodge Robbins 137)

Smith presents to audiences Ivy Rowe the artist, as well as furthers the cause of the
creative female protagonists who are proponents of creative and grounded means of
expression. The epistolary form is more accessible and personable than omniscient
narrative. Ivy Rowe's letters speak directly to the reader.

In Fair and Tender Ladies, being dead is no excuse. Dodge Robbins comments.
“Ivy's identity is shaped not only by those who are living but by those who have died.
For Ivy, letters are a way to communicate with the dead ’(Dodge Robins 139). Simply
because a character no longer wanders the pages of the novel in life, doesn t excuse them
from influencing Ivy's life. Ivy often hears the voices of deceased loved ones pointing
her towards attitudes of enjoyment, responsibility, and remembering.

Ivy writes to quite a few unresponsive pen-pals, the most obvious being the letters
to Silvaney, long after her sister’s death at the mental institution. The connection
between Ivy and Silvaney runs deeper than blood. Ivy refers to Silvaney as my lost one,
my heart”(119). As Ivy's letters are an extension of her inner spirit and creative fire,
Silvaney is also an extension of Ivy's soul. Many years down the road and many pages
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into the novel, the self-professed mountain woman Ivy Rowe tells her daughter the truth
about her Aunt Silvaney and her mother's many letters. Ivy writes to Joli.

I know that your aunt Silvaney died in the Elizabeth Masters Home in the great
tlu epidemic that took so many lives. Of course I know it! I am not a tool. I have
been knowing it ever since Victor came home from the war and went over there
and found out about her death. I got so mad at him I liked to have died, tor telling
me! I did not want to know it then. For it didn't matter. Silvaney. you see, was a
part of me. my other side, my other half, my heart.(312)

Dodge Robbins expands upon the above revelation: “Although Ivy pays tribute to her
sister's memory in the uninterrupted correspondence, it is Silvaney. the mentally ill sister,
who is the guardian of Ivy's own sanity. These letters to Silvaney. like the earlier letters
to her dead father, are therapeutic..."(139). The juxtaposition between Silvaney s
mental illness and her ability to maintain Ivy's sanity provides an interesting argument.
However, perhaps the letters achieve more than “therapy. The letters achieve creative
expression. Ivy continues in the same letter to .loli: “The letters didn t mean anything.
Not to the dead girl Silvaney, of course

nor to me. Nor had they ever. It was the

writing of them that signified"(313). Ivy's sharing of her creative voice is what truly
“signified" for this woman. The fact that Silvaney had never read Ivy s words did not
matter. Instead, it was the writing of them that kept Ivy s creative voice alive. Though
her works were never published in her own fictitious world. Smith publishes Ivy s story
and projects her character beyond her mountain home. The voice of Ivy Rowe, a
character who feels as real as a neighbor, lives on in Smith s novel tair and Tender
Ladies and emphasizes the importance of the voice of the Southern creative female.
7

Smith begins Florida Grace's nan'ative with lines from T.S. Eliot. The prologue of
Smith's novel Saving Grace articulates the circular motion of Ivy's. Gracie's. and
Molly's respective explorations. Eliot writes,"We shall not cease from exploration/ And
the end ofall our exploring/ Will be to arrive where we started/ And know the place for
the first time. ” Eliot perfectly expresses the change that takes places in each of these
characters. While place may not develop, mindsets grow in the process ofjourneying.
Florida Grace's novel begins with the end in mind. She narrates Saving Grace in the
“pi’esent" and remembers her beginnings for a reason. She goes back to the place where
it all began. Her memories flow like the waters of Scrabble Creek.

Florida Grace Shepherd of Smith's place of Scrabble Creek, finds herself circling
ideas of salvation, faith, and grace. As the daughter of a radical reverend, Grace steps out
into the world in love and in hate with her former home, looking for a steadiness she has
never known. Smith establishes Grace's intimate relationship with Scrabble Creek
throughout the first part of the novel, highlighting Grace's strong ties to home despite a
series of misfortunes that force her into the outside world, because as Grace puts it: “The
fact is, I felt safe in that house on Scrabble Creek, the safest I ever felt in childhood...A
house will give you a place on the earth. If you know where you live, you know who you
are"(14). Grace describes a need to belong. She does not necessarily deeply associate
with the physical building of home, or even the steadiness of her entire family unit.
Instead, Grace equates the comforts of home, and the brooks of Scrabble Creek, with the
soft voice of her mother: “I remembered all the good things that happened there, and
sometimes right before 1 went to sleep, I even thought I could hear the musical waters of
Scrabble Creek and feel Mama's soft good-night kiss on my cheek"(118). Smith echoes
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in Grace's narrative an importance of the female voice and the value of the individual's
written story. Grace wistfully attempts to make sense of the journey of her life in saying,
“...but the trees are thick and the path disappears beneath my feet. I never know where
I'm going, and 1 never get there. 1 reckon 1 never did get there. This is why I have had to
come back now, traveling these dusty old back roads one more time”(4). Not only does
Grace need to come back home to make sense of her journey, she also lets her audience
know that she must write her story. Grace continues,“For I mean to tell my story, and I
mean to tell the truth. 1 am a believer in the Word, and 1 am not going to flinch from
telling it, not even the terrible things...” (4). Lee Smith believes in telling stories and like
Grace Shepherd Smith does not shy from difficult subjects.

Though Grace experiences the loss of mother, family, a son, and love, she also
gains a truth that refuses “flinching” from the tougher stuff of life. When Grace returns
to Scrabble Creek she rediscovers life completely changed, aged like the comers of old
photos that depict Billie and Grace dressed for church or Mama reading the Bible (256).
Ruth and Carlton Duty, norm figures throughout the novel and true friends to the
Shepherd family, greet her with wise welcome and as Grace wanders thi*ough the years
by way of Christmas cards and other pictures, she suddenly realizes the amount of time
that separates her past from her present. Rather distraught, Grace goes to her old
Scrabble Creek home to prepare herself for the end—the novel's close and the eternal.
Grade fasts for weeks; she says,“The clothes I have here are way too big for me now. 1
have got a safety pin in my jeans but they hang on my hips even so”(270). Gracie listens
to not the voice of the Lord, but the voice of her mother that says “Come to me. Gracie,
she says. Oh Come to Jesus honey. It is time now, it is never too late”(269). Gracie
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handles the coals like her mother had done so long ago. and Smith contrasts the image of
flames of the spirit and burning tongues of fire with the cold “diamond" snow of Scrabble
Creek. Grace runs to the creek, drinks it in. and calls herself“Florida Grace"(273).

In her article Jaqueline Doyle imagines Grace's journey as a rewriting of her
mother's tragic story and the baptism of Florida Grace. Grace reveals to readers a secret
that she has never been baptized (270). At this end. however. Grace reconnects with the
voice of her mother and baptizes herself as Florida Grace, after remembering all the
things she had lost over the years. Baby Travis, baby .lesus, Troy Lee's cat... all things
appear lost or found; suddenly all things look black and white to Florida Grace. Doyle
writes. “Producing a new testimony in the wilderness, she subsumes the final prophetic
book of the Bible...Drawn by her mother and inspired by angels, she reclaims the ‘Word
[...] full of grace and truth'(John 1:14)"(285). Grade's story stops short of the future.
The present and past have coincided. However. Smith doesn't reveal Grade's next step.
Smith’s protagonist has found her spiritual self but has not incorporated the renewed
Florida Grace with daily life on the ground level. Molly Petree, in an interesting way,
manages to acclimate herself to a world of ghosts and daily living, thus, she picks up
where Florida Grace's narrative ends.

Smith’s On Agate Hill blazes a trail for Molly by including a haunted past and a
hopeful future within this unique novel form. The grotesque characters, surrounding
mystery, and dilapidated setting of Lee Smith’s newest novel. On Agate Hill form an
ideal example of the contemporary southern grotesque. Like Flannery O'Conner, Smith
is a Southern writer fascinated by all aspects of the length and breadth of the human
experience: the good, the bad, and the ugly. Smith uses the grotesque form to “tell about
10

the South." The grotesque form encompasses the depletion and sickness of the land in
the post Civil War South as well as Smith's stoiy of a girl who has a family of ghosts and
a collection of rotting bones. Blood imagery and violence spot the novel, O'Conner says
of violence as a motivator: it “is strangely capable of returning my characters to reality
and preparing them for their moment of grace. Their heads are so hard that almost
nothing else will do the work"(Flora, MacKethan, and Taylor 324). Such is the case for
Smith's Molly Petree, whose capacity for the grotesque and strange way of looking at the
world help her to ultimately achieve relative normalcy after she aids in the murder of her
husband.

From the beginning of her novel. Smith paints her protagonist Molly with black,
white, and a dash of red. Molly Petree is a girl who “loves a thunderstomi better than
anything"(13) and longs for a “demon lover’(49). Molly grows up in post-Civil War
Agate Hill, North Carolina in 1872. Agate Hill, her Uncle Junius’ plantation, has been
ravaged by the war and the ensuing poverty and will eventually fall into the hands of
Junius' gypsy lover named Selena. With the demise of Agate Hill and the demise of
Uncle Junius, Molly Petree is forced into a world apart from the plantation, where she
finds a “demon lover" and repeated loss.

Molly grows up with the ghosts of her family on her mind, and collects strange
phenomena like a Yankee hand and tiger butter, and forms her identity against that of her
dead relatives. Molly does not want to be a ghost girl like her family members, writing:
“for my family is dead too and 1 am NOT peaceful. 1 hate it that my own family is a
ghost family"( 15). Instead she sees herself like the “ruby-throated hummingbird that
comes again and again to Fannie's red rosebush but lights down never tor good and all.
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always flying on“(7). Molly is a traveling girl, an orphan, and a girl who has no idea of
the path her life with take. Molly does not have any grotesque physical features, but
frequently chooses to define herself by the sexual abuse she experienced at the hands of a
scoundrel named Nicky Eck. Nick Eck said,“You like that don't you darling? You are a
bad girl”(117); Molly internalizes this backhanded comment and believes it her life
through. Molly's womb also destroys her babies repeatedly. She cannot reproduce.
Molly is infertile like the broken soil of Agate Hill plantation.

Smith uses the daunting figure of Simon Black, Molly's mysterious benefactor as
a gothic and surprising character. Simon first enters when Uncle Junius is on his
deathbed, and provides what Molly remembers as a “strange speech"(108). Simon Black
explains that he made a promise to Charles Petree after the battle of Bentonville, to care
for Molly. Simon continues,“I should have come to you sooner...But the fact is that I
was sick, sick unto death of this poor bloody and broken land...1 had to get out of this sad
old histoiy"(108). Simon's feelings towards the ravaged southern soil heap more sin
onto Agate Hill plantation and the post-Civil War South.

Agate Hill and its sinfulness shape Molly’s self-perception, her past, and even her
predestined future. Molly roots herself to the dying land. She becomes connected to the
place of her ghosts. Uncle Junius feels the demise of the land deeply. He says of Agate
Hill Plantation,“Agate Hill is nothing but an encumbrance and a monument to the
colossal vanity of men who enslaved other men. Let it go, I say, back to a pile ot rubble,
back to the rocky earth of this rocky hill. Let it all go"(83). Uncle Junius damns the
plantation, casting it onto itself, back to its vain foundation. Molly. Uncle Junius, and
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Simon Black suffer alongside southern soil. The two men have seen enough pain and are
tired, like Molly, of the ghosts of the past.

The mystery surrounding Jacky Jarvis* death adds to the suspense of Lee Smith's
novel. Smith creates binary characters in cousins Jacky Jarvis and Black Jack. These two
men act throughout the novel as close as brothers but as different as night and day. alike
only in their love for Molly. Smith describes Jacky.“He appeared to have no bones at all
in his body. He was tall and skinny with yellow-red hair that fell forward into his eyes
and a big nose and a wide crooked reckless grin, the kind of face that you couldn't quit
looking at...He was the kind of man that made everybody feel better just because he had
walked into the room"(257). Molly finally finds her demon lover in Jacky and the
traveling spirit of the “ruby throated hummingbird" lives in this musical wanderer. Molly
has waited her life for an adventure, craving a “real love story*’ dating from her nights at
Agate Hill with Mary White.

Molly returns from her night of“demon love" and finds Agate Hill overgrown
and dilapidated. However, in the midst of decay. Smith raises a new family for the
traveling girl. Unable to have children before, Molly has loved ones in Simon Black and
her “little man" Junius. Molly realizes her life has come full circle, finding Simon Black
back on Agate Hill and says, “Well, I thought. I have been waiting for this. It was the
last thing left to happen to me"(329). Ivy too writes these words. The protagonists
directly, verbally, recognize the traversing of their exploration and describe it as circular.
1'hc “last thing left to happen to me" works like a red flag in the text. As if to say “I have
arrived." fhe moment of amval indicates that wandering has stopped. A descent has
begun. Molly sinks back into her ghost world at Agate Hill but this time finds the eraggy
13

Chapter 1
Ivy Rowe: A Woman for All Seasons

7 ncitficr couCcf norwouCcfruCe my %ing.(But tficrc’s a CittCe. . . CittCc, area wfiere I must ruCe
myscCf. It jvery CittCc—Cess to Ciim tCian a tennis court.”
-(RpOert (BoCt, “JH Manfor aCCSeasons"(act J scene vii)

Of Matriarchs and Mountainhood

As Maude Rowe watches her four daughters wash their colorful hain she cries,
fhe agony expressed in the very tone of Mrs. Maude Rowe's tears epitomizes the tragic
beauty and contained creativity of Lee Smith's Fair and Tender Ladies. Smith binds
between two covers the pent hopes of a young girl named Ivy, who desperately wants.
like many, both wings and roots. Maude's life in the mountains has taught her that
‘wings' are out of the question. Ivy recounts Maude’s tearful scene to readers with
confusion attributable to her child-like innocence and characteristic of this young
mountain girl, who has wings on her mind. Smith writes through Ivy's eyes and letters.

My hair is long and yaller-red it comes down to my waist and Silvaney holps me
to wash it, we spread it over a chairback to lift it to dry in front of the fire.
Momma come in last night when we was all drying our hair, Silvaney and Beulah
and me and Ethel... Momma just set to starring with her eyes as big as a plate and
then she commences to weeping out loud...’These girls is all so pretty she said
theyd be better off ugly, these girls is all so pretty theyd be better off dead. {Smith
15)

15

Like mountain nymphs, the girls wash their hair around a fire that warms their
dying father and sustains their family. Despite the eerily lovely scene, or perhaps
because of it. Maude Rowe cries out as she understands the lives the girls will not have
because of the mountains in their path. Moreover the fact that the girls'is all so pretty"
makes the entrapment even worse. Maude seems to here equate prettiness with potential
and potential with unfulfilled hopes. Maude cries at God's cruel joke of making her girls
beautiful and then locking them up in mountains, surrounded on every side by giant
stumbling blocks. Maude doesn't blame God for their lives: she blames it on herself. By
wishing her girls “dead" she negates the life she gave them. Maude, as the girls' life
giver, wishes them “dead" which translates to either gone from this world or numb to the
pain of being locked up in mountains they inherited from their mother. The boundaries of
the Rowe girls' lives have fallen in a tragically beautiful place, one that causes a daughter
to aim high, yet forces her to stop short. However, for young Ivy her mother's heartfelt
tears wash over her mildly, and most readers read on undisturbed by the underlying
problem presented by Maude's knowledge. This passage develops into a repeating
chorus of tragic beauty, ability, potential and talent that Smith encloses in the fictional
mountains of Sugar Fork and Pilgrim Knob. The literal mountains represent the various
entrapments of Appalachian women,often probed by Smith in her novels.

In Oral History Smith suiTounds her mystery and characters with “Hoot Owl
Mountain," which casts a shadow onto the intertwining lives of her characters. The
mountains frame the story; Smith begins and ends with a description of the
overshadowing mountains:
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The heat is lifting some now. so a little wind comes up from the creek and ruffles
the hem of Ora Mae's dress. It ruffles the leaves of the shade trees, sighing, rising
stronger now up from the creek and blowing across the yard, it's sighing up the
holler toward Hoot Owl Mountain, moaning around the house. It has voices in it.
and thundercoming, and .lennifer on the steps and Ora Mae in the yard incline
their heads in the wind like they're listening.(OH 24)

Smith writes this description of Hoot Owl Mountain as if it is actually a character,
a he or a she that acts in the story as much as Smith's protagonists. The wind “ruffling"
‘"sighing" “moaning" and “rising" whirls around the mountain, with a great voice.
Smith's mountains live in her stories, and embody the physical and emotional boundaries
of her protagonists’ experiences. Author Lucinda MacKethan writes of a
mother/daughter paradigm akin to the limiting mountains, a metaphorical mountain in the
paths of Appalachian women and women more universally, citing Ivy’s description of her
first pregnancy: “At first I could not imagine the baby inside and then I could....And
then, I cannot explain it Silvaney. I was that little baby caught inside of my own self and
dying to escape. But I could not. I could not ever get out, I was caught for ever and ever
inside myself'(Smith 122). Ivy here likens motherhood to an entrapment much like that
of the mountains. Upon becoming pregnant. Ivy does get “caught” in an entrapment she
has never before encountered. Where once she was free to be only the daughter, she now
must act as a mother. The daughter has become the mother and feels the weight of her
belly. MacKethan comments,“Ivy's woman's body, her world of poverty and ignorance,
her dreams of a perfect romantic love all combine to make a prison in which daughter
must become mother, trapped in the child whom she has created, herself held by what her
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womb holds”(MacKethan 106). MacKethan's observations complicate the scene in
which Maude Rowe cries over her daughters’ trapped beauty. By building upon
MacKethan's observations, perhaps Maude Rowe herself harbors the pain of unfulfilled
hopes and lost beauty, because of her own pregnancies, and the entrapments of
motherhood. Ivy becomes a woman by becoming a mother. For the first time she
recognizes that she has been "caught,” which is something her mother has known all
along and has only been able to articulate through tears. Smith chooses a slightly
different fate for Ivy when she gives her words. Though Ivy's life ends in the mountains,
just like her mother's life did. Ivy's relationship to her home changes greatly. She
becomes mistress of the mountains and rewrites her mother's silence and moment of
weakness.

While Smith keeps her protagonist close to home and surrounded by mountains,
she also projects through her writing. fictional-Ivy’s guarded potential into the realm of
contemporary literature and suipasses any mountains or obstacles in her path. In order to
claim that Ivy's creativity and her words suipass her entrapments of mountains and
motherhood, the acceptance of the idea that Smith act as a ghostwriter for Ivy Rowe
proves completely necessary. Smith writes with the premise that these hundreds of letters
of Ivy's have been found, collected, bound and distributed. Or perhaps, readers may
imagine themselves simply stumbling into an attic or upon an old trunk and uncovering
Ivy's letters. Smith doesn't bookend Ivy's writings with a ".lennifer” or a "Tuscany” as
she does in Oral History and On Agate Hill respectively. Ivy's letters remain untouched
by a pen other than her own. Smith closes the gap between her pen and Ivy's and as a
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result makes her suceess as a writer Ivy's as well. Therefore, Ivy’s gift of words and the
creative outlet of her letters separate her from predecessors.

In many ways. Ivy rewrites Smith's earlier protagonists like Crystal Spangler of
Black Mountain BreakcUm n, who submits to her fate and who at the end of the book lies
in a bed. blank, and wordless. Ivy does fall into step with mountain life, never goes to
Boston, she never sees the Peabody Hotel. However,the list of things Ivy does do
provides her with many valuable stories. Ivy tells her life best herself in pages and pages
of letters to loved ones. She doesn't need letters coming in to tell her story and woe to
the persons who set themselves up as interpreters. Perhaps this is why Smith herself
steps back from the text and lets Ivy Rowe tell her story, and by doing so allows Ivy
Rowe to arguably prove Smith's first truly resilient protagonist possessive of a spirit that
paves the way for Smith's later leading ladies.

In her early letters. Ivy pays close attention to her mother's appearance and to the
fact that she used to be pretty, not realizing what she has actually hit upon are the effects
Maude Rowe's various entrapments have had on her body. She writes to her mother's
father saying.“Momma is not pretty no more but crys all the time now”(24). Her mother
apparently sacrifices wealth and subsequently youth and beauty, to marry Ivy's father
who has now fallen ill. With Maude’s love of her life behind her, Maude demonstrates
the Mountain Matriarch persona ultimately expected of Ivy Rowe. Maude has completed
the mother and daughter cycle which Ivy's culture presumes she will follow: love
followed by marriage followed by children followed by hard work. Ivy also observes the
effects the mother and daughter cycle has had on Maude's emotional wellbeing. At one
point. Ivy follows her mother to Pilgrim Knob, a place Ivy retreats to throughout her life
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as well: “She was standing there on the rocky-clift looking out in the wind and her hair
blowed all around her face but she never cared. Who knowed what she was thinking?
(21). Maude Rowe uses Pilgrim Knob as a way to escape from her difficult life. Pilgrim
Knob itself becomes a place of escape, and a sanctuary apart from reality. Here Maude
goes to Pilgrim Knob to think and look out across the horizon and try to make sense out
of the mountains. For the Mountain Matriarch partaking in soft emotions and
vulnerability within the home is like having soft hands: both get her nowhere.
Softness belongs to the courting years, a time when love offers a cushion or even
a distraction from life's hardships. Ivy describes her parents' romance as a love she
desires, writing to her absent pen-pal. Hanneke:‘i take a intrest in Love because I want
to be in Love one day and write poems about it, do you?"(Smith 15). Ivy's teacher
encourages her tendency towards romantic things like love and poetry but her mother on
the other hand “gets pitched off iffen I read too much, I have to holp out and I will just
fill my head with notions. Momma says it will do me no good in the end"(15). Seeing
potential beauty or talent as a road to disappointment, Maude leads her daughters down a
path of tough resolve rather than creative expression. Ivy’s teacher’s point of view and
Maude Rowe’s point of view emblemizes a tension between the wings of creativity and
the roots of family that Ivy internally struggles with for the majority of her life. Because
of her mother's influence. Ivy chooses to remain close to home through a series of
decisions, rather than follow her dreams of writing.
Ivy, too, eventually writes to her father about love and saying goodbye,
expressing,“Oh Daddy Daddy when 1 think of all them that are dead and gone, and of all
that has happened, I don't want nothing else to happen to me. ever. 1 do not even want to
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be in love any more, nor write of love, as it is scarry. Too many things can happen in this
world.”(81)The reality that Ivy here reflects upon, the vast number of death she has
encountered in her young life, causes her to rethink being vulnerable to another life force
called love. When her father's death is eminent. Ivy reflects,‘‘Daddy alius said Old
Christmas was a time to stay home and think on what will last. And what will last? I said
to myself rigt then, and I looked over at Daddy ther fixing to die. and the fire was dying
too

Nothing lasts, I said to myself, nothing not nary a thing"(36). Ivy, like Maude,

eventually recognizes the potential hurt tied directly to potential beauty, softness, and
creative expression. Maude sees Ivy's capabilities and wants to protect her but cannot. In
Maude's vulnerable moments she wishes Ivy ugly or dead and in the remaining times
tells Ivy to help and act practically. Ivy's recognition that risks burden potential
exemplifies the maturing process of young women to mountain women and daughters to
mothers.
Ivy learns about sexuality and womanhood at Geneva Hunt’s boarding house, a
place where people of all types converge and mingle. Smith sets Ivy down at Geneva's,
at the hub of a wheel, where Ivy experiments and experiences. Ivy's life becomes much
more secular in her hiatus from mountain living. Even Maude Rowe softens in the
presence of Geneva.
Geneva foils Maude Rowe in size and character. Upon seeing Maude, Geneva
updates readers on the woman's status, recapping the difficult times and the etchings they
have left on Mrs. Rowe's physical appearance: “Maude, Maude you look like the wrath
of God, and you are so skinny, you look like something the cat drug in"(87). Smith
makes a clear distinction between Maude the skinny mountain woman, mother, widow.
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and Geneva—a boisterous and single entrepreneur, a woman who freely feeds the
appetites with her optimism and humor. Despite Geneva’s good-hearted attempts.
according to Ivy,“Momma is still as thin and as flat as a bord despite of Genevas
cooking. Her black hair has got gray streaks in it now...her face is still halfway hanted**
(89). Readers sense the “hanted“ nature of Maude Rowe and attribute her troubles to the
tough life she has led in the mountains, and wonder how Ivy's life will differ from that of
her mother's.
Upon Maude's eventual death in Majestic, Virginia, Ivy reflects on her mother’s
life, Maude's relationship with Ivy's father, and ponders how well one body can know
another. Ivy's mother and father unite in death, and according to her letter to sister
Beulah, were “surrounded by strangers"(125).
Now how does anybody ever know relly what a person is like? Nobody ever did
know Momma I think except Daddy, and that so many years ago before she was
burdened by all her cares. You know I used to think all the time about love and it
seems to me now that this was a great love Beulah, great and strange.(125)
Ivy’s romantic pictures of love from Appalachian folklore and her lust for Lonnie Rash
differ from the mature picture of love and loss that she expresses in her letter to Beulah.
A love that is “great and strange," mystifies Ivy throughout her entire life. Where love
before was only great. ...a love to die for...a love to stop the heart’'(113), love in her
parents’ case was also ‘‘strange.’' The adjective “strange" refers to the effect love has on
her mother's life: it causes her to leave a wealthy family, move to a piece of land that has
never proven exceptional iinancially speaking, and die young in years and elderly in
physical appearance. At the event of Maude Rowe’s death. Ivy reflects on her mother's
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life. Her mother's death matures Ivy in a way that no other personal event has yet
accomplished. Ivy becomes a mother in that she becomes pregnant and she also becomes
her own mother because Maude Rowe has joined the world of light.
Maude Rowe's death puts Ivy closer to her own death and after this pivotal event
in her life. Ivy writes with new fervor and motivation. Ivy desires to be known in a way
that her mother was never allowed. Ivy's creative voice gives readers and Silvaney. her
long lost sister and the lightest part of her heart, a sense of who she was and is and will
be. MacKcthan notes that Ivy's letters to Silvaney create, “a larger identity for herself
than the roles of wife and child bearer allow"'(MacKethan 107). Wesley also notes that
“When Ivy loses her writing, she loses herself, for her letters are her means of selfexpression and self-representation...because when she writes them, events are clarified in
her mind and her feelings are given a voice"(Wesley 95). Ivy’s creative outlet does
separate her life from her mother's. Ivy questions whether or not anyone ever truly knew
Maude Rowe save Ivy's father, as Maude stored emotions on Pilgrim Knob and absorbed
the effects of loss and hard work into her body. Smith contrasts Maude’s silence by
granting Ivy the capability of writing letters, a process that helps Ivy sort out her stories.
emotions, attitudes, and ideas. We the readers take part in the receiving end of Ivy’s
process, and though we are not real to Ivy, Ivy becomes very real to us. Ivy’s home and
her setting, the mountains, predict her future. Ivy will fall into a path similar to her
mother’s and emblematic of mountain matriarchs of years past and years to come.
Opportunities for Escape: Golden Tickets to Nowhere
Opportunities for escape from Ivy's physical and metaphorical mountains present
themselves to Ivy in different forms along her journey. As Ivy takes the long way back to
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Sugar Fork, she encounters(and turns down)“tickets" to a different sort of life. Various
characters embody Ivy's ticket out of the mountains and bring with them a fair amount of
desires of their own. Readers sense the tension between Ivy's desires to remain and her
desires to tly. Ivy recounts the image of the boys in the raft to her sister in a letter,
wishing that she was a boy and could join them on their adventure down river.
Silvaney. they left today. Something awoken me erly, I culd not say what it was.
But I waked up afore full ligt when all was pale and gray and I thought to myself.
It is today. Today is the day! Still I had half a mind to try and go as a boy and
ride a raft myself but I said. Now Ivy you know you can not, you will never get
away with it.(92)
The misty morning of the raft's departure does not shield Ivy's desire to escape. She
recognizes, however, that the option to leave is in fact unrealistic. It is her woman's body
that holds her back. If she were a boy, her adventure would be plausible. She even
realizes the impossibility of passing as a boy and floating down the river, pretending. If
she cannot hide her sexuality perhaps she should use it? This seems to be the question in
Ivy's adolescent mind. Ivy's desire to feel or stand with absolute certainty does not fade
from her life at any point, and eventually propels her into sexual rebellion, significant
because of the limitations she has experienced due to her gender. Though the image of
the boys and the rafts represents a fantastical approach to escape, some more concrete
opportunities like Miss Torrington's school and Franklin Ransom do provide readers and
Ivy with diversions from reality or tickets with which to sidestep the mountains.
Miss 1 orrington is the wolf of love and lust wi*apped in the sheep's clothing of
education. Miss Torrington's relationship with Ivy picks up more or less where the
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meager Miss Brown left off. though Miss Torrington's connection to Ivy takes an erotic
turn that changes Miss Torrington's presumed intentions of helping Ivy. into an intention
of potentially using Ivy. However, at first. Ivy views her tutor as an innocent opportunity
to leave, to sec Boston and the North East. Her time spent learning with her teacher,
changes Ivy's view of her relatives and the way they live and readers witness the tension
between the wings of creative education and the roots of the family. After encountering
her grandmother outside the schoolhouse on a snowy day. Ivy recounts.
Lord God. how ye doing honey. Granny said, and I confess that for a minute I
drew back, for here was Granny smoking her pipe and wearing her old mans hat,
and fcnnessee behind her giggling and clutching that filthy dirty crazy bead
purse. 1 drew back. For all of a sudden they seemed to me strange people out of
another time, 1 could not breth.(107)
MacKethan draws a contrast between Miss Torrington and Ivy’s Grandmother, a stark
juxtaposition that Ivy recognizes in the above passage. Ivy sees but she does not
articulate. Instead she '"draws back." MacKethan notes her unvoiced choice,‘‘Ivy turns
between choices that indicate her inner dividedness: will she be a writer of romances, a
pristine, “old maid" teacher, or an indomitable mountain woman like her grandmother,
who lives by the folk wisdom of her beloved hills?"(MacKethan 106). Smith sets
characters like Granny Rowe and Tennessee to be members of a different time and a
different generation; they serve as points of reference for readers, used to judge the
Appalachian traditions against the current experiences of the protagonist as well as
violently oppose the unflattering depictions of modern day misinterpretations of folklore.
1 Icr usage of multiple generations also allows similar traits to be passed and picked up
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over a long span lime, and reinforces the idea that readers meet a protagonist in the
middle of a greater story, larger than herself.
Granny Rowe might be viewed as an extension of Smith's popular Granny
Younger o\'Oral History, a novel that deeply establishes generations, mysteries, and the
connections between family members across a broad time span. Granny Younger of Oral
History rather famously draws an audience unto herself, in the first, first person account
of the mystery surrounding the Cantrell family and Hoot Owl Mountain. She is a
‘nraditional granny-woman healer" and “knows how to spin a yam and how to keep her
audience, of whom she is always conscious, on the edges of their seats"(Inge 335).
Granny Rowe, like Granny Younger, shares the motherly knowledge of Maude to the
"enth* degree, and like most elderly people, picks up on much more than readers and Ivy
think possible. It is at this moment that Ivy makes the choice her mother knew would
always come, the option for family or the option for flight.
The development of Miss Torrington's affections toward Ivy complicates Ivy's
choice between family and flight, between roots and wings. Miss Torrington’s option of
flight seems well intended at first and though it would be difficult for Ivy to leave her
home and her roots, an education for Ivy would have many positive implications. Instead
of a pure pupil/tutor relationship, however. Miss Tomngton confuses Ivy with a
surprising and icy kiss that cools their relationship, and consequently shuts the door to
Boston. Ivy thought Miss Tonington valued her for her potential as a student and her
diligence as a pupil, when in fact sexual desire motivated Miss Torrington to attach
hersell'to Ivy in a way. Miss I'orrington quickly replaces the pursuit of creativity and
education with the desire for love or companionship and perhaps even conceptualizes
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both for herself and Ivy. However, Ivy doesn't entertain the notion of having both with
Miss forrington, or at least she has no time to make sense of the ambiguity. Instead, she
aets rashly, and immediately turns about and asserts her heterosexuality by taking Lonnie
Rash into her bedroom for the first time:
I was real exeited from the drawing lesson and by what Miss Torrington had
done, whieh was awful. So then when Lonnie said Come on now Ivy, oh come on
honey please, let me go in there tonight, which is what he always said, I said Yes.
And I took him in my room for the first time and closed the door behind
us...(Smith 111)
It is unclear whether or not Ivy thinks, “what Miss Torrington had done ... was awful” or
the fact that she “was real excited . . .which was awful”(Smith 111). In either case she
deems the encounter “awful” and attempts to make sense of her ambiguous feelings by
experimenting with the opposite. Lonnie Rash. Lonnie seeks her out and pursues her, as
he always docs, but the difference this time is in Ivy's weakened resolve. Miss
Toirington has taken advantage of her by making this sudden advance, and Lonnie
proceeds with pleading,“come on honey please.” Ivy submits to his request and takes
him into herself and into her room.
Ivy's conceding to Lonnie, a boy she tells Silvaney repeatedly she does not love,
represents a loss of not only of her virginity, but perhaps more importantly is the loss of
her bedroom. Ivy has held the sanctity of her bedroom in esteem, and the fact that it is no
longer her own place resonates deeply in her. Her fascination with her bedroom
originated Irom the lack of privacy experienced on the mountain, however, in Geneva's
boarding house a room allows for quiet thoughts and girlish dreams as well as sexual
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advances. Ivy values her room for its sanetity whereas Miss Torrington and Lonnie take
advantage of the rooms and the closed doors to make advances on Ivy's privacy. When
Lonnie comes into her own room he invades her space in everyway possible and rolls
over and goes to sleep, leaving Ivy alone to think, much like he will eventually walk off
to war leaving Ivy alone to sort through pregnancy and parenthood. Peering out the
window and wondering at the loss of her place. Ivy writes to Silvaney:
Lonnie layed in my bed taking up nearabout all of it...I looked out the window at
the moon and the mountains and the black slash of the river in the snow. Nothing
moved. Lonnie was brething. All the streets and roads were covered by the
snow. I looked out my window and felt so sad. and then all of a sudden I knew
why, because I have lost it now. Majestic Virginia which used to be mine. And
this room in Geneva Hunts boardinghouse is not my own ether, not any more, I
have lost it too because of bringing Lonnie up here. I do not understand this
Silvaney, but it is true.(Smith 112)
Lonnie displaces her in her own bed. Ivy cannot share her bed and yet she cannot assert
that her bed is still her own. Ivy, like the plant for which she is named, needs space to
grow

She leaves the bed and perches on the window, realizing the loss of her place. She

lets her eyes explore the still space of Majestic Virginia, feels lonely and sad, because she
alone sits awake and alert. She has shared her view with Lonnie; by letting him into her
space she becomes vulnerable and her place has been compromised for reasons she
cannot quite articulate. After her sexual encounter with Lonnie Rash she is left not only
un fulfilled but also robbed of a sense of self.
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The result of her night with Lonnie, a night catalyzed in part by Mrs. Torrington’s
erotic advance, results in Ivy's first baby, Joli, and officially pushes her into the binding
role of mother. Author Debbie Wesley articulates a specific attitude towards Ivy’s
pregnancy, one that presents the pregnancy as both a liability and an asset. Wesley
writes, “Clearly Ivy's female body, in one sense, betrays her because her pregnancy
prevents her from pursuing her dream of becoming a published author...Yet Ivy does not
lose her art by losing Miss Torrington...At the moment of her daughter Job’s birth. Ivy
claims, ‘all the poems 1 ever knew raced through my head”(Wesley 94). Wesley
interprets Ivy's resilience and creative flame as enhanced and superior to the “isolated
art" that Miss Toirington represents. Miss Torrington's life, austere and fruitless,
contrasts Smith's development of Ivy as both a mother and a creative spirit. Though Ivy
does not create formal art. she does create life and generates poetic responses to everyday
happenings.

Ivy accepts motherhood with joy, which she gladly relates to those who

treated her as “mint." Joli becomes to her more like a sister than a child, a confident, and
a “baby" by whom she defines herself
Franklin Ransom challenges Ivy's self-identification as a mother with
responsibilities, by attempting to take her out of the mountains and into the world of
entertainment he has created for himself. Franklin Ransom, a man as Violet says,“from
the other side" ushers in a new era for Ivy (Smith 171). Asa woman who has never seen
literally “the other side" of the mountain, or metaphorically “the other side” of the
socioeconomic hierarchy. Ivy finds him fascinating, fun, and worldly. His devil-maycare attitude attracts Ivy and he becomes fascinated by her for similar reasons. Franklin
Ransom, however, differs from Ivy in one particular area: Ivy identifies herself first as a
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mother and I'ranklin Ransom chooses for himself the primary identity of a son. This
major difference between their personalities presents an important chasm in their
relationship. I'ranklin Ransom boiTows his father's car, crashes his father’s car, wrecks
his parents' house while they are away, and mischievously tempts Ivy with his mother's
“rose sheath" dress (168). Smith allows Franklin the opportunity to take advantage of his
parents' possessions, money, etc. while Ivy the orphan, was never allowed that chance.
Ivy writes to Silvancy about Franklin's character saying.“You see what I mean? I can
tell you a lot about Franklin. 1 can put some of the colors in, but I can’t get the outline
right"(1 70). Franklin mystifies Ivy with his haphazard ways and unpredictable nature.
Because of her fascination and despite their differences. Ivy contentedly continues her
Ring with Franklin until Rashes of her daughter wondering where her momma is haunt
her time with him. At perhaps the most climactic moment of the novel. Smith again
presents Ivy with a dramatic choice between her family and her own pleasure. Smith
utilizes the image of a bridge out of Diamond Fork and Franklin Ransom racing toward it
in his father's car, promising to "buy you [Ivy] a new red dress and take you to the
Peabody Hotel"(169). Ivy's reaction expresses her desire to go but the word "baby”
drags her back to reality with a screeching halt. She remembers the event to Silvaney:
You've got to turn around. I finally said. Stick with me and I’ll take you places,
Franklin said. You're my baby. No! By then 1 was screaming. Joli is my baby.
Because 1 knew that by then they'd be wondering where I was, what was taking
me so long getting home from work, and Joli would be pulling on Beulah’s skirt
and asking where Mama was, and Beulah would be short with her...Stop this car.
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stop it stop it. Turn around. I said...I am not vour baby. I said. I have sot a baby
of mv own. I said.(169)
Upon the realization that Franklin Ransom is possibly Ivy's final ticket out, readers may
want Ivy to act spontaneously. Smith creates an internal struggle within the readers at
this moment when Ivy speeds across the bridge as Franklin Ransom’s passenger. At one
end wait modernity and the “Peabody Hotel.*' and on the other side Joli tugs on her aunt’s
skirt in the mine town. Ransom as his name suggests attempts stealing Ivy away from her
duties as a mother by calling her his baby. By claiming her as his own. Ransom triggers
alann in Ivy. Suddenly Ivy realizes she has let someone get too close. She rides helpless
in the passenger seat, not driving herself away from the mountainside but instead she has
fallen into Ransom's trap. Ivy's ticket in Franklin has changed, like her ticket in Miss
Torrington had changed. Both tickets were purchased at Ivy’s expense and for either
Ransom's or Torrington's benefit.
Perhaps more importantly, unlike Franklin, Ivy has maternal responsibility back
home. Franklin does not even possess a home, save his parents’, and offers Ivy the
transient space of the ‘‘Peabody Hotel." In Ivy’s mind the hotel represents wealth and
heritage, but all the rooms at the Peabody Hotel would never be her own. Ivy doesn’t
have much of anything but does have somebody: “1 have got a baby of my own"(169).
By asserting her role as a mother to Franklin she also asserts herself as an owner. Ivy
makes the choice to return home to her baby, choosing motherhood over escape, and for
that decision she hears the piercing whistle of the Diamond Fork mine, sound between
shifts.

C'ommunit> in Crisis: Rebuilding and Reproducing on the Mountain
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L.ce Smith assures Ivy a life on the mountain with one fatal blow of the mine
whistle, a sound that can only be heard in the mountains and a sound that signifies
desperation. Smith expresses the constant fear of the miner's wives in Violet’s terrified
response. Knowing a husband was on shift and hearing that warning whistle struck
familiar fear into the hearts outside the mine's black fingers. Smith’s familiar language.
Ivy's tongue that reader's quickly come to know, drastically changes while discussing the
mines and the dusty clouds emitting from the black mouth of the mine: “The groaning
and suffering was terrible"(175). The heightened and dramatic scene draws the mining
community together. In the event of tragedy. Ivy's place in the community solidifies.
I Icr I'cct have sunk into the mountain and she waits and waits for news, not thinking of
leaving and only thinking of staying. Ivy recalls the words to a hymn ringing out from
the steps of a local church: “Rock of ages cleft for me." The hymn begs God for strength
by likening him to a solid mountain created for security and a firm foundation. The event
displaces Ivy's thoughts of bridges to elsewhere and leaves her craving, for the first time,
security from the mountains.
fhe women and children gather around the perimeter of the mine and wait in
agony as the men emerge covered in soot, the dead often identifiable only by their tag
numbers. Franklin Ransom watches from above whilst Oakley Fox waits from within.
doing the work that somebody had to do. The two men’s positioning during the
collapsing of the mine characterizes them perfectly. Ivy waits for the man within the
mountain rather than the man whose family owns the mountain. The mountain coughs
Oakley up from the “black mouth" of the mine as a gift to Ivy and ensures their bondage:
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U was close to dawn and not many were left on the hill when they called his
name. Oakley f ox. 1 jerked the girls along crying down the hill, almost fell
through the Umterns lined up like a ring of fire. The mine gaped. I didn’t know if
he'd come out dead or alive, covered or walking...Oakley! Oakley! I called.
pulling .loli and Martha through the people, to Oakley at last who stretched out his
arms as wide as the world when he finally saw it was me...Baby baby, it’s you.
Oakley said, and reached around ,loli too.(177)
Smith matches Oakley and Ivy from the beginning of her novel. He is Ivy’s
constant. However, the above moment between Oakley and Ivy occurs after a long
relationship of variables: a first kiss gone unacknowledged. Ivy’s baby out of wedlock--a
clear piece of evidence of Ivy's disloyalty to Oakley— and Ivy’s constant verbal
assurance that she was not his woman in anyway. Still, Ivy knew without knowing whose
name she waited for and Oakley knew without seeing whose arms he wanted. In the
exact middle of Smith's novel Ivy clings to Oakley and the constant way of living he
represents. Oakley wraps his arms around ,loli as well as Ivy and by doing so includes all
of Ivy and all the variables of their relationship. As Oakley embraces Ivy and her
daughter. Ivy embraces a future consistent with her past.
Ivy's opportunities to leave, leave her mind when Oakley comes from the mine,
and naturally they both blindly fall into one another. Smith predicts the nature of Ivy’s
coming years through Ivy's description of the events following the mine’s collapse to
Silvaney. Ivy's heart is full of desires, but her desires do not list, it is important to note,
wild love, escape, or writing dreams. Ivy now dreams of nesting rather than flying.
Where her letters of the recent past described Franklin Ransom's unpredictable lifestyle.
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her final Idler from Diamond Head, describes a predictable future for a mountain
matriarch:

Oakley and me got married. And we will be leaving here. We will go back to
live in the house on Sugar Fork, and we will come and get you too Silvaney, and
you and me will clean the house together and scrub the floors with creek gravel.
and clear the dead leaves out of the spring. And we will get chickens and let them
run up on Pilgrim Knob, and cut back the weeds, and plant the garden. I
remember Daddy saying. Farming is pretty work. And when Oakley kisses me, it
seems like 1 can hear Daddy saying. Slow down, slow down now. Ivy. This is the
taste of spring.(177)
Ivy relays her hopeful plans for the future with romantic tones. Domestic work here
sounds like “pretty work" and Ivy expects the seasons of her life with Oakley to be
eternally “spring" limes. She ends with the sentimental words belonging to her father, a
touch ol'the past that blesses her marriage to Oakley and their hopes for the future. Her
plans include curetting a place once very dear to Ivy. The new and the old mingle
together in her future, for which she seems grateful. Smith grants Ivy a moment of peace
and pause before life and babies (‘T.S. It will not be long”)come into the picture.
However, it's as if even Ivy knows that her future will not hold exactly what she tells
Silvaney. She dreamily promises to bring Silvany to the mountain, knowing the
improbability of being able to keep her promise. Smith wi'ites into Ivy’s description the
innocence of budding love and the knowledge that not all dreams can come true. The
paragraph of dreams is hopeful yet tragically inaccurate despite its poetical sound.
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The Root of it all: Fearing Disappearing
In the second half of Smith's Fair ami Tender Ladies, Ivy sinks deeper into her
setting by putting down roots. Though Oakley remains by her side. Ivy stands alone.
Without her mother, grandmother, and sisters. Ivy bears the burdens of work, child
rearing, tbod preparation, and remembering, required of the mountain matriarch. Ivy gets
older and older, suddenly realizing that her life is not about to begin, but already has.
“ rhis is it. it is now" Ivy writes to Silvancy (195). Through children and the realities of
marriage, death of children, a slap in the face of religion and a run to Pilgrim's Knob with
Honey Breeding, readers begin to sense that Ivy's story is winding down, not from the
standpoint that the pages are running thin or Ivy is losing luster. Rather, her narratives
more frequently feature memories from her past, and reflections on life and family in
general. Instead of looking foi*ward as she had in her early years, she looks backward.
Throughout the novel. Smith has directed Ivy’s life by the commands of others.
In the beginning of her life. Ivy's mother's commands regarding the impractical nature of
dreams and foolishness guided her maturing years, while her father’s encouragement—
“this is the taste of springtime"—rung true in the happier, lush moments of her life. As a
seasoned woman. Smith commands Ivy through Granny Rowe,'ivy. Remember”(197).
Smith uses Ivy's reticetions in a way that connects her to previous generations.
Whereas Ivy's earlier days focused upon paving her own way, and breaking away
from a past binding her back to the mountain. Ivy in the latter half of the book focuses on
putting life back into the ground. Ivy talks about burying two babies on Pilgrim Knob.
She also remembers Granny Rowe's use of the phrase “a long sweetening" and relates
her grandmother's w ords to a memory of Oakley. As Ivy works, Oakley works and
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carves, with his face turned away, often to the community. Days become habits. Ivy
observes. **A body can get used to anything except hanging*’(199). Ivy’s day-to-day life
becomes as predictable and natural as the mountain upon which she and Oakley have
made their home. l\ y has sunk so deeply into the mountain, and the feeling of
entrapment overwhelms her.
Unsurprising as her desire for the bee-man might be, the desire might more
accurately be likened to impulses readers have seen in Ivy along the way: adventure.
difference, and free-will.

Ivy reports to Silvaney feverish and '‘crazy” feelings in this

portion of the book. One night overlooking the mountain with Oakley, Ivy says her
feelings arc “not worth telling"(213). Ivy expresses in the following words a desire to
destroy the steady mountains in her path, a desire akin to wanting to destroy the “statue”like man in her life. Ivy writes, “I want to scream all the time or when I look out at the
mountains I want to reach out and rip them all away leaving only the flat hard sudden
sky"(213). Her desire for Hatness. clarity, and uninteiTupted sky parallels her need in
this part of her life to feel new in some way. Also before the bee man enters the picture
completely. Ivy makes the observation to Silvaney that “Martha has not got a sense ofthe
passage of time, that's how she stays so happy"(207). Ivy searches for a halting of time
in her adventure with Honey Breeding, a chance to get away from the steadiness of her
life and breath in the pastoral world atop Pilgrim Knob,so very different from the craggy
mountainside of Sugar Fork. Her choices arguably and ultimately may more easily
enable the death of her daughter Lu Ida, however, quite importantly her choices also
enable the rebirth of Ivy Rowe.
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The Birds and the Bees: Ivy in Search of Eternal Springtime
●●You must be Honey Breeding. 1 said. Mv husband's been looking for you. He
mi^ht be sorry he found me‘* (214). Ivy too. without realizing it, had begun looking for
I loncy Breeding, and Oakley Fox was very sorry she found him first. Smith poses Ivy
and Honey as soul males separated by an entire world or lifetime, yet connected on a
higher level. Scholar Wesley writes of Ivy's adventure with Honey as a rekindling of
Ivy's spirit, in an effort to ●●not allow her creative spirit to become stifled completely
(Wesley 95). Wesley also points to Honey's role of Ivy's ●‘alter ego.”

He is her kindred.

fellow creative spirit. Unlike Ivy. Honey Breeding has no home, no spouse, and no
family. I loney is able to act on the wandering spirit he and Ivy both possess, because of
his gender.

Ivy soaks Honey in and views him as a representative of the bridges that she

did not take, the trip to Boston she did not make, and the Peabody Hotel that she never
saw.
Honey Breeding is allowed the luxury of being a self-professed “back door man.
His gender as well as his profession enables him to play springtime all year round,
whereas Ivy's culture in the mountains has prohibited her from being a traveling beewoman or ●‘back door woman." Smith describes Honey’s features as golden like the
honey he provides, often surrounded by light, “But the sun was a blaze behind his head.
and I could not [see]. The sun shot out in rays behind his head” (213). With him. Ivy
remembers the sun ●‘dazzled in my eyes'’ as if she had somehow been made more
beautiful by his presence. An erotic love, which has lain dormant in her since Franklin
Ransom and the moment she saw herself in the full-length minor, creeps out in Ivy while
with 1 loncy Breeding.

A mythical creation and a male version of herself. Ivy feels
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connected as though she has known Honey Breeding in another life. She remembers to
Silvanev. "\ could not breathe. He never kissed me. But the funny thing is, it was like I
had known him. f or ever, for always, years and years and years”(217).
Honey's malcncss acquires him agency, and yet Smith plays with his feminine
qualities, painting him as Ivy's practical equal. Ivy describes his features as effeminate:
“I Ic is not a big man, Silvaney, not near as big as Oakley. He is skinny, wirey, with pale
thick curly gold hair on his head and thick gold eyebrows that nearabout grow together,
and hair all over him like spun gold on his folded forearms. I thought about Rapunzel
spinning gold....For Honey Breeding did not seem quite real” (214). Ivy compares him
first against (Oakley, the man she has always known and now and forevermore her steady,
reference point for all else. Ivy compares Honey to herself, saying.'‘We are exactly the
same size. It's like he is me. some way, or I am him"(218). With Oakley as Ivy’s steady
Sugar Fork home. Honey becomes a “woods creature fetched up somehow from the
forest." and Ivy becomes in his care the wild plant for which Smith named her.
Honey Breeding not only awakens her in an erotic sense, but also in a verbal
sense. Ivy follows Honey up Pilgrim Knob and takes him on a tour of memory lane.
Smith again uses Ivy's familiar voice. Though Ivy has continued to write letters to
Silvaney, her speaking voice, as she puts it sounds to her own ears “rusty,

I felt like I

hadn't used it but to say something like. The wooden paddle is broke, or Close the
door"(224). In many ways Honey helps her fulfill her Granny’s command: Ivy,
Remember. 1 loney provides a new person, a new body to which to speak, an audience
yet uncovered. It's as if Ivy writes her story, an activity for which she has been longing,
in her time spent with 1 loney Breeding. She tells him the stories we the readers know
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and the familiar themes we recognize such as her mother and father's love story, her
mother's frustrated tears, the histories of her brothers and sisters and the time they fooled
Garnic with the chestnuts. Though Pilgrim Knob provided a familiar playground for the
Rowe children and now the Fox children, it also represents a hiatus or vacation from the
everyday soap, dishes, sweeping, child-rearing lifestyle that Ivy experiences in Sugar
Fork. She remembers her girlhood: “I felt like a girl again. It seemed I was dropping
years as I went, letting them fall there beside the trace, leaving them all behind me. I felt
again like had as a girl, light-headed, light-footed, running all over town'*(224). As Ivy
regains her youth and climbs the mountain she is able to experience a most momentous
occasion. I loney shows her a mountain she has never before seen; Ivy witnesses a new
horizon past the looming shadows. The mountains that have consistently stood strongly
and firmly in her path bow before her as she overlooks her home on the bald. Suddenly
the mountains become the gigantic shoulders that allow her to see beyond. The entire
selection and description of the overlook falls in line with a pastoral picture not quite
developed in Smith's Fair and Tender Ladies before this point.
He took my hand then and led me on through the flowers, over onto another path
which stopped at the very edge of the mountain, on top of the highest cliff. From
where we stood, we could see for miles. I thought I could see Sugar Fork but I
couldn't be sure, there was lots and lots of hollers, and I saw them all, valley after
valley, ridge on ridge. Bethel Mountain beyond—but now for the first time I
could see over top of Bethel Mountain to another mountain, blue, puiple, then
mountain after mountain, rolling like the sea. It was beautiful. A single twisted
pine grew bravely up out of the rocks before us. Mile after mile of empty air
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slrelchcd out behind it. the sky so blue the sun so bright. And the wind, which
kept on blowing all the time

now I recalled the famous endless wind on the top

of Blue Star Mountain. (227)

Ivy's description of the sky and her ability to finally see “over top of Bethel Mountain’*
fulfills her wish or prophesy to rip the mountains out from the ground and see the sky, as
she silently says to herself while sitting with Oakley on a calm evening. The pent and
passionate feelings Ivy experiences in Sugar Fork spill out on her journey with Honey
Breeding, and Ivy holds nothing back from her perfect stranger. Ivy climbs to see the
view. She actively moves from the lower ground of monotony to a higher ground with
Honey Breeding. Honey doesn't need to capture her or carry her—if anything he
encourages her to use her wings. Ivy chooses to tly out the door. She takes a ticket to the
top of the mountain. A place she has always been and claims as her own, but has never
fully understood. Perhaps Ivy wasn't searching for out all along, but instead longing for
higher ground.
Ivy knows in her still small place that he was the last thing to happen her. She
explains her motives deeming them love and longing, most importantly probably longing:
“What I did. I did it out of awful longing pure and simple. I did it out of love...Say what
you will, and 1 don't care what anybody said then or might say now, it could not have
happened otherwise. I had to do it. I had to have him”(230). I think that the “could not
have happened otherwise" refers to her awakening back unto herself and reckoning with
her lile. I loney. real enough to fulfill her desires and dream-like enough to be nothing
more than a whim, provides her the tools to carryon. Her spunky and unapologetic story
ol I loney and their time together reminds readers of Oral History's Granny Younger and
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the way she tells a story. She says, “IMl tell you a story that’s truer than true, and nothing
so true is so pretty. It's blood on the moon, as 1 said. The way I tell a story is the way I
want to, and ilTen you mislike it, you don't have to hear'(OH 37). Ivy calls the various
events of'the story what they were to her most trusted sister and with an air of Granny
Younger claims the story as her own.
Ivy's aft'air with Money Breeding had been coming all along. Is wild ivy ever
satisfied with one oak tree? One might argue that Oakley Fox knew what he was getting
himself into when he made a wild-woman named Ivy Rowe his beloved. For the first
time. Ivy becomes the lover and makes Honey her beloved. As Ivy puts it to Silvaney,
“There has got to be one person who is the lover, and this time it was me, and one who is
the beloved which was Honey"(237). However, being the lover always costs something
and for Ivy, most notably, it is the life of her daughter, Lulda, who Ivy last saw waving
bye-bye as she loved to do. Granny's piece of mountain wisdom,'‘Never let a lilac bush
grow tall enough to shade a grave, or death will come to fill it," rings in her ears as well
as the possibility that if Lulda's mother had been there, the death would not have
happened (240). A new command resonates from the strong voice of Oakley as Ivy sits
in a weeping heap, aware of the action around her but fixated only on the pile of red dirt
in her orchard probably near the beehive that started it all. Oakley commands:“Get up.
Ivy, and take care of your children," and she does.

The IVIountain IVIatriarch; Giving Commands and Defining Boundaries
In the last portion of Smith's book she begs the question not only how one tells a stoiy as
vibrant as Ivy Rowe's, but also of how one ends a story as vibrant as Ivy Rowe’s. Ivy
says ol'her afternoon alTair with Honey Breeding that she knew it was her last fling in
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this life. but. Ivy's life remains tar from over and done. However, her physical
adventures tlieker and pause as the emphasis swings towards accommodating the lives
her children develop. Within the first page of the last section, readers encounter additions
to the I'ox family home: a radio and a World War. Though Ivy finds each day difficult to
press through, she continues living and ultimately realizes that ‘it is clear to me now
Silvaney that howc\ er much I may have wanted to die, I am stuck smack in the middle of
this life"(249). Set in her life and back on Sugar Fork, Ivy brings to her life a new
perspective on the daily ritual in which she finds herself. She begins to doubt her talent
as a younger girl, reminding Silvaney “you will recall how smart I was when I was
young. Well I am not that smart now! It has all got beyond me somehow"(244). Ivy
begins passing creative responsibility and knowledge to her children, because she has
misplaced some of her own creative fervor. In a flash of remembrance at Martha’s
wedding. Ivy recognizes a quote from Shakespeare, and urges Joli in turn “Don’t forget.’*
As Ivy ages, she begins giving commands instead of receiving them. Her time to impart
wisdom has come. She tells ,loli. “I guess I sound like old Granny Rowe, before long I
will look like her too"(264). With her grandmother and parents gone, her adventure
behind her. Ivy puts energy toward drawing up her own philosophy.

Perhaps most important to Ivy's self-identity is the fluidity with which she accepts
and bends to dilTcrent circumstances in her life. Introspective Ivy, through her letters and
contemplations, the way by which she makes sense of the world, continuously establishes
and reestablishes her sense of self. She says to her daughter and friend .loli, "I have been
so many people. And yet I think the most important thing is Don’t forget. Don’t ever
forget. I tell you this now in particular. A person can not afford to forget who they are or
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where they eame from"(265). Author Tanya Long Bennett traces Ivy’s fluid nature
across a variety of topics and letters, asserting that her character’s “fluidity results in
large part irom I\ y's habit of deconstructing, through her letters, systems which threaten
to entrap her"(Bennett 76). fhrough Ivy's processing and her introspection she remains
known to others and at the same time gains self -knowledge.
In the middle oi'her life Ivv wanted to tear the mountains out of her view and in
the end oi'her life Ivy goes great lengths to defend the mountains’ survival. Ivy’s attitude
towards her mountain home certainly changes; gratitude replaces “longing.” Ivy
remembers her dreams of leaving but finds herself lucky to have stayed. She writes to
her son Danny Ray. “Myself 1 recall the days when the river ran clear and deep with great
fish in it, and folks rode the log rafts clear to Kentucky. When I was a girl, oh how I
longed to go! But now the river is hardly there, a dirty little trickle, or else it is like a
flood. I am lucky to live up high in the holler, 1 say!”(Smith 299). Ivy notes the change
in the mountain home environment and its resources to Danny Ray, reminding him where
he comes from, and relating to him the depletion occurring in the mountains. Ivy’s tone
conveys her “longing for an adventure down the river as well as sadness for the river’s
disappearance. Even Ivy's natural habitat, the mountains to which she has always clung.
fade from her near the end of her life. Her children have moved away and the vibrant
community, abandoned. Ivy continues to Danny Ray.

Now that you are a big politician, I want you to know what is going on over here,
f or sometimes it seems to me that we might as well not be in Virginia atall, or
any other state. We are like a kingdom unto our own selves. Everybody has took
everything out of here now

first the trees, then the coal, then the children. We
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have been robbed and left for dead. I mean it

I can name you who all is on this

mountain now. All the young ones have up and gone, including you, Danny Ray.
(295)
Ivy writes to Danny Ray as a son and a politician with the intent of burdening him with
the way Virginia used to be and certainly in Ivy's mind, the way Virginia should remain,
rhe mountain's natural resources, here listed as: ‘‘trees, then the coal, then the children,”
have been removed from their environment. Ivy sees a life cycle left incomplete. She,
like the trees and the eoal. is also passing away from the mountain and realizes her
inevitable death. She hopes that Danny Ray, or younger children, or Joli will step into
become the keeper of the mountain when she passes. Ivy's letter to Danny Ray attempts
to put the mountain's affairs in order before its keeper's harvest. Ivy who wanted at one
time to leave now wishes for more time on the mountain, to “figure it all out”(295).

Ivy takes a last stand defending her home and her mountains and she does it
alone. In her old age Ivy deeply appreciates the land that sustained her throughout her
life and has no intentions of yielding it to “company men in navy blue suits”(307). She
uses direct language ordering men with powerful machinery off of her property; her
words are her primary weapon.
The first thing I did, when I heard of it, was put a No Trespassing sign on the road
down there by the creek so they could not come up here, but they come up with
the first dozer anyway, up as far as the steppingstones. So then I went out there
and said. You had better not come any further. I had Oakley’s old thirty-oughtsix with me and it was not loaded, but this bulldozer man, he didn’t know that.
(306)
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In the process of drawing boundaries around her setting. Ivy gives meaningful commands
(rather than receiving them) for the first time in her life. Her defense of place has
invoked a sense of self.

file responsibility of defending the home and the protecting the mountain rests
within the duties of the mountain matriarch. Ivy's father died leaving the land to her
mother as Oakley dies and leaves the land in Ivy's caie. Ivy. alone, takes the task of
defending her mother's land on her capable shoulders, Maude Rowe, poorly advised,
sold the rights to the family land many years ago: You know how Momma had sold
some of the mineral rights to this land years and years ago ... I don’t blame Momma for
it. Rveryone else done the same then. Nobody knew any better”(305). Ivy finds herself
having no choice but to defend the land and by so doing, strengthens her mother’s
moment of weakness.

Smith grants Ivy a royal exit with a last imaginative letter to Silvaney from Ivy,
which comments on the significance or the value of the written Appalachian story. Each
letter to Silvaney has been imaginative for Ivy in some respects in the sense that Silvaney
has been a “dead girl" for many years and that it was Ivy’s creative process, or,“the
wi●iting of them, that signified" (313).

Ivy's letters also contain truth from her everyday

life. Ivy's letters to Silvaney parallel Smith’s novel and its capacity for both creativity
and truth. Smith preserves in Fair and Tender Ladies the letters and life of a fictional
Appalachian woman named Ivy Rowe. Ivy “remains’' a character that, according to her
letters, never left the area of her birth as well as a character that supposedly died in the
place of her birth. Yet. Smith's novel captures Ivy's life and projects it in black and
white across geographical boundaries.
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I^xlracting I\ >'s letters from the fictional realm complicates the boundaries
between fiction and reality tor obvious reasons. However,the relationship between
fiction as a genre and the realit> of those who read it rests in our capacity to imagine the
story's potential truth-% alue. Perhaps we should ask the question,'why cease imagining
and contemplating at a stor> 's closing sentence?' Ivy Rowe,a woman who never
technically lived, never technically dies. Her last letter ends on page 316 of Smith’s Fair
and lender Ladies. I ler words drift apart and away like the "hawk” that "flys round and
round" in the sky (3 1 6). We assume that she breathed her last like we believe that she
breathed her first. I lowever. if neither statement, in reality, is true perhaps it necessarily
follows that Ivy Rowe lives on in the pages of Smith's novel. With the power of
creativity and the writing of Ivy's story. Smith releases her protagonist from the
confinement of the mountains and the inhibiting forces of her setting and projects Ivy
upward and outward, majestic and tall, like the mountains she loves.
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Chapter 11
Florida Grace: “Amidst All Her States of Grace

liilfttwpc across an ocean u-itfe
Can u c reaeft tfic otfiersicfc
11 Ticre cfiina doffs and ivorfds coffide
■f I Ticrc HCfaff and are Baptized
Sfie 's ^ot fieract do wn
.1 sfiadow of a sound
_‘\ndfiersflow's on tfie road
X a use sfte ((nows wfiat sfie l{tiaws
7fiat sfte fjiows
Canyon see fier
I can see fter
Can you see fter no w
yhnidst aff fter states of^race
I can see fter noxv
CaroGne :)ferrin}j~“States ofCfrace

Lee Smith's novel Saving Grace begins with the haunting words of T.S. Eliot,
We shall not eease from exploration/And at the end of all our exploring/ Will be to
amve where we started/ And know the place for the first time.” Florida Grace follows the
path that T.S. F'liot in the prologue describes, tracing and predicting a future for Smith’s
evocative book, which explores topics ranging from Jesus to adulteiy, to child-hood death
and a prolbund feeling of'otherness. Florida Grace Shepherd writes from a first person
narrative, and introduces her story and truths to the readers within the first pages of the
novel. Smith's narrative form of Saving Grace differs from that of Fair and Tender
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Ladies. Where I\ \'s aeeounl eomes in one-way letters. Gracie's life unfolds through
memories and obser\ ations infiltrated by a wisdom that denotes various levels of
foreshadowing and diseernment.

She says at the \ er\ beginning,“My name is Florida Grace Shepherd, Florida for
the state I was born in. Ciraee for the grace of God"(Smith 3). Her name reflects her
identity. “I'lorida Ciraee" combines birth or home and salvation. Florida Grace
establishes herself as her own person: she comes to readers as a wanderer coming back to
the place f rom which she stemmed. She speaks frankly, promising nothing but the truth
so help her God, lest a baby de\ il begin growing inside her larger and larger:

This is why 1 ha\ e had to come back now. traveling these dusty old back roads
one more time. f or I mean to tell my story, and I mean to tell the truth. I am a
believer in the Word, and 1 am not going to flinch from telling it. not even the
terrible things...1 have entered these dark woods yet again, for I’ve got to find out
who I am and what has happened to me, so that I can understand what is
happening to me now. and what is going to happen to me next.(Smith 4)

Cjracie knows with great conviction that moving forward means moving
backwards. With a strong resolve. Gracie journeys back to the last place that she knew
herself: as a child at Scrabble Creek. Smith presents Gracie’s journey as one of selfdiscovery. as well as an outlet for creativity and self-expression. In one sense Smith
poses audiences to either Judge or to refrain from judging Gracie Shepherd. By ingesting
a story about one woman's birth. Hie, death, and potential rebirth, moments of sin and
salvation are witnessed equally. Ivy remains grounded in the rocky, craggy surface of
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Sugar I'ork. Ciracic's life tluidly moves like the waters of Scrabble Creek through a series
of spiritual, and ethereal events, which question stark truths and gray matters.

rhoLigh Ciracie realizes the importance of the otherworldly, she also craves the
solidity ol'the earth beneath her feet. 1 ler connection to the earth frees her and empowers
her. 1 ler need I'or solidit\ dri\ es her back home to Scrabble Creek, suggesting the
importance of a physical place rather than a theoretical space for self, or even the promise
of 1 leaven. She needs a place from which to begin: “I was raised to believe that the
things of this world are not important, and I know it is true, but a house is different. A
house will give you a place on the earth. If you know where you live, you know who you
arc"(Smith 14). Ciracic's place is found on the earth rather than on Earth, reiterating the
value of the mountainside, the creek, or the home, in the life of a girl coming of age in
Smith's Appalachia. Prior to Gracic's conversion moment at the end of the novel, her
spirit survives arguably by contact with the earth. On Chimney Rock on the
mountainside, she describes feeling complete, coordinated, and not the gawky girl she
feels like at school. She describes herself as “surefooted as any boy” and soaks in the
view. Like Ivy and Money Breeding's trip to the heights of Pilgrim Knob, Chimney Rock
provides Ibr Gracie a view of the “blue and hazy” mountains as they stretched toward
Tennessee (58). She also frees herself physically of her shirt, a practice truly radical
which counterbalances her religion's conservative codes. Gracie remembers: I took
Daddy's jacket ol'f. then took my shirt off too. I didn’t know I was going to do it before it
was done. The wind felt great on my chest and my back. 1 reached up and took off the
rubber band that held my ponytail and let the wind blow my hair all around”(Smith 58).
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She IVccs hcrsclt'IVom her clothing and revels in a type of out-of-body experience that is
connected to lier place on the rock, her own sanctuary from the world.

She also feels empowered by the surrounding mountains, and "‘pretended that my
tribe owned e\ er\ thing 1 could sec mountain afrer mountain..."(Smith 58). The
mountains empower her and inspire in her a type of personal spiritual experience that
audiences ha\ e yet to witness in Gracie. She claims the moment by scratching her name
in the rock and signifieanth marks this occurrence in time and place. Later in the novel.
Gracie removes her shirt again and forces Travis Word to touch her naked body, saying
coyly, “I guess you'll just have to marry me now. What do you think?"(Smith 174). By
removing her clothing, she relives the moment on Chimney Rock. She acts once again
uninhibited and empowered. As opposed to a traditional marriage proposal, initiated by
the man. Gracie opts for a sensual and passive-aggressive approach. She remembers,‘"I
will never forget how he looked at that moment, standing there in his work clothes at the
Butler Dam,staring at me with his Adam's apple popping up and down—a man out of
place on a picnic, a good man in a bad world"(Smith 174). Gracie plays, as Ivy
observes, the beloved in her relationship with Travis Word. The role of the beloved
empowers her for a time, until like Ivy she feels the need to act as lover.

Ivy and Grade's stories rellect one another and add meaning to both. Like the
moment when Ivy llnds herself beautiful in a full-length mirror at Franklin Ransom’s, or
Gracie marvels at herself in a wedding dress, Florida Grace’s memories and reflection
deepen when compared with Ivy's life. Florida Grace's journey differs from Ivy Rowe’s
in a few important ways. One important difference includes the dissimilarities between
the protagonists' mapped Journeys. Gracie's journey physically moves and removes her
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from various places in a linear pattern. Ivy's journey moves from valleys to mountains to
Pilgirm Knob. l\ y's journey moves from low to high while Gracie’s journey moves from
left to right.

Ponies and Wedding Dresses: Childhood Longing

These characters' respective early childhoods begin in quite similar ways. Smith
creates in both te.xts hopeful daughters and distraught mothers. An example ofthis shared
early childhood experience and mother/daughter relationship, manifests itself in an early
scene in which Gracie's mother cries over her daughters playing “dress-up"’ in old
wedding gowns. This moment is reminiscent of Maude Rowe’s heartfelt words: “These
girls is all so pretty she said theyd be better off ugly, these girls is all so pretty theyd be
better off dead"(Smith 15). T'lorida Grace's saintly mother, Fannie, feels confined not by
mountains and poverty like Maude Rowe. The strict Holiness religion to which her
husband subscribes places Florida Grace's mother under intense pressure.

Grace remembers the “dress-up" instance and her mother’s puzzling reply from a
future time. Grace remembers stumbling upon an old yellow wedding dress in the attic at
their home in Scrabble Creek:

This was when I first realized that Evelyn was beautiful. Though she was only
eleven at the time, she held herself erect in the dress and walked in a way I’d
never seen her walk before. 1 helped her pick a bouquet of blue flowers that grew
by the creek, wild phlox I think it was, and then we called Mama to come and
watch Evelyn hold her bouquet in front of her and walk down the length ot the
porch. To our surprise. Mama covered her face with her hands and started crying
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as il' her licart would break. We ran over to her, me and Evelyn and Billie Jean,
but she would not be comforted. “Oh me,** she sobbed.
be happ>

I just want you girls to

Then she sat down on the porch step, and cried and cried and cried.

(13)

The image ofCiraee's sister b'\elyn in the wedding dress, the realization of beauty, and
the playing of'marriage, cause f'annie to the girls* surprise to first break into tears much
like Maude Rowe does back on Sugar Fork. She does so for similar reasons: for the girls’
innocent hopes and dreams, and for the despair and loss that accompanies impossible
dreams: Fannie f lowers Shepherd cries. A retired dancing-girl turned preacher’s wife,
Fannie possesses a love for her husband superior to her love for God. Fannie’s tears
perhaps also represent berea\ ement for the secular world of flowers and lacy dresses.
However, her identity as mother and wife quickly transfonn her tearful response to one of
reproach:

" l ake it olT,* Mama finally said to Evelyn, and Evelyn, scared to death, did so that
very minute, to stand thin and white in her shift on the sagging porch, our old
Ewclyn again. “Don*t you never let me see you in such as that,” Mama said.
“You know what your daddy would think. Fve got a good mind to tear that dress
up f or Lindcrthings,'* she said, looking at it where it lay in a fancy yellow heap.
But she did not. fhe dress went back into its box and back up in the attic, and
none ol'us ever mentioned its existence to Daddy.(Smith 13)

Fannie vocil'crously reproaches the girls, lest the dress inspire in them more than their
lifestyles and destinies afford, fhe fancy heap of a dress symbolizes the delicate hopes
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and dreams of little girls and their pretty Mama, boxed up and put back into an attic never
to be voiced again. Ciracie remembers this scene years later while she poses in front of
mirror in a Word I'amilx wedding dress. Grace stands transfixed by her own reflection:

I looked at m\ sell' in the mirror for a good while then, as all kind of things ran
through m> mind, such as the day Evelyn had played bride in the house up on
Scrabble Ch eck, and how Mama had cried to see her. I wondered how Evelyn
was and where she was. and it'she had worn a wedding gown when she got
married... I felt like a paper doll myself, all dressed up by Travis sisters (177).

Gracic indicates that she plays **dress-up in the Word family heirloom like she and
Evelyn had “pl^^y^<J bride" at Scrabble Creek many years ago. In many ways, Gracie
continues playing bride to Travis Word.

Ciracc consistently remembers back to Scrabble Creek as she continues on her
journey and she peppers her narration with foreshadowing. This example of her
retlection points to her own beauty and self-discovery as a bride, as Travis’ “personal
angel." 1 ler memories seem to ground her, as much as memories will. They are her old
testament and constantly predict her future. Grace’s comments prophesize things to
come based upon what has happened in times past. The ebb and flow of memory and
reality, the past and the present, swirl together in a stream of consciousness narrative in
which readers realize before they read what will occur next. With an art of premonition
and a gift of“discernment" Cirace mediates, in a way, the manner in which readers will
receive her talc. She announces that 1'ravis sees her in the wedding dress, which the
sisters claim as bad luck. Well, Gracie knows. ...it was already too late for luck”(117).
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Florida Grace Shepherd was bom late for luck. Luckily the title of her story, perhaps
prematurely, promises Savini^ Grace.

Childhood Longings Filled but not Fulfilled

A broken relationship with fravis Word proves to be just one of Oracle’s issues.
Travis, Ibrty-two at the time ot'their marriage (while Grade was still less than eighteen),
provides a solid lather figure for Gracie until the death of Travis Junior and the onset of
Travis Word's depression (Smith 167). Gracie expresses the wonderful feeling offinally
“being taken care of"(169). I ler sisters-in-law proceeded to dote on her, and though they
frequently misplace attention (by calling her “Missy" or giving her a family wedding
dress she doesn't wish to wear), for Gracie the attention is genuine and accepted nonethe-less. I lowcver, her security I'alters upon the realization that “For there are ways in
which it is easier to live with a plaster saint like Daddy than with a real saint like Travis
Word"(Smith 197). Gracie realizes her aptitude for sin. her “poisonous womb,” and
proceeds to a period in which she turns to finding herself through the voice of her mother.
Smith instigates Gracie's search with profound losses. Gracie undergoes significant
change as does her physical surroundings. The single most devastating event seems to be
for Gracie, her still-born baby Travis Junior:

We named him fravis Word Junior and buried him in the graveyard right next to
the fabernaele... I know people talked about us for spending so much money on a
stillborn baby, but I'ravis insisted. He was brokenhearted. This was the only son
he would ever have, since the doctor said I couldn’t have any more children after
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that. I don't think Ira\ is ever got over the loss of Travis Junior, in fact, I didn’t
either. (Smitli 1 W)

As a result ol'the pain, l ra\ is “turned his faee to the wall." Gracie decides on “A New
Paint Job" and lea\ es with the Sherwin Williams painter Mr. Randy Newhouse. The
couple's responses to the loss are completely ditTerent. Travis faces a wall with stoney
resolve. I le enters into depression and forsakes his living family. Gracie finds a new wall
to paint altogether.

Ciracie's affair, provoked like Ivy's by the “turning away" of her husband, revives
in her a sense of sensuality and erotic desire. Gracie arguably missed the comforts and
freedoms of her childhood and teen-age years, because of her father and later her
husband. In many ways. Gracie begins again with Travis Word as a child. Many years
his junior and doted upon by his I'amily. Gracie gets treated like a youngster. Gracie
remembers. “The lact is, for the first time in my whole life I was being taken care of, and
I loved it. I ate it up!"(Smith 169). Her erotic behavior seems to be predominantly a
ploy to elicit a proposal: “All I had to do, really was be sweet and figure out howto get
Travis Word to marry me"(169). lake a little girl with a new toy, Gracie, or “Missy” as
Travis calls her, proceeds to test her limits with Travis, by bumping into him at night in
her “long flowered gown"(169). Gracie remembers that Travis, like a good and patient
parent, “gently but firmly picked me up and set me down at arm’s length, and rushed off
down the hall without a word"(170). Gracie’s acting out lasts through her erotic
marriage proposal to J'ravis, and through her mothering years. Ultimately her loss, and
frustration send her searching for a teenage scandal with Randy Newhouse.
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Teenage Rebellion: Left A Good Man for a Bad One”

I'lorida C iracc experiences passion, as she has never known before with Randy
Newhouse: unrepentant passion. She casts otT all responsibility with the ease ofa teenage
groupie of the Sheet Rockers (Smith 235). Randy's band's title ties his day time job with
his night lil'e. and al.so represents a man made roek, signifieantly less substantial than
Gracie's Chimne\ Roek. In an attempt to prove that she has not in fact been “living under
a rock" ol' which Rand\ aeeu.ses her. Ciraeie rebels: “All I did for two months was drink
vodka and get a tan"(235). 1 lo\\ e\ er. alter five years of partying, TV,straight liquor
and no cooking, Ciraeie has grown up and out. equipped with the conclusion that she
was not real good at modern life"(Smith 239).

Al'tcr enough raving teenage antics and behaviors as well as a failed mamage to
Randy Newhouse, Ciraeie comes upon a realization while observing Travis Word on her
way to I'ravis .lunior's gravesite. She writes, “1 crept around to where I could watch him
[Travis Word]. 1 stood hidden behind the cedar trees and looked at him—at his tall thin
body, his long jaw, his beaked nose, his black hat, his strong wide shoulders. A strong
man. A good man. 1 had lel't a good man. a man who loved me. for a bad one. Now I
couldn't even remember why 1 had done it, it all seemed so long ago”(Smith 262). As
Gracie grows up and matures as a woman, she looks back on her days with Travis and
Randy with more perspective. She begins to examine her life, and conclude as Ivy does,
that she was “smack dab in the middle" of her life, whether she liked it or not. With this
decision in her heart, and with the haunting and ironic experience of Uncle Slidell’s
Diner, Ciraeie treks back home to Scrabble Creek to remember where she had come from
and to look for a rebirth.
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Resisting Religion and Running from Otherness

I.cc Smilli directly links the 1 lolincss religion depicted \n Sming Grace to
mother-daughter ec^nneetion. and to a strong and distinct sense of“otherness seen
IhrouglKHit Smith's no\ els. but especially emphasized alongside the unique religious
practices of the Shepherd famih and their community. Conrad Ostwalt in Witches and
Jesus: Lee Smith’s Apinilachian Religion, highlights this sense of“otherness" that
Appalachian religion and certain characters in Smith's books embody. He wntes,
..Smith represents them in such a \va\ to reinforce notions that Appalachia has a sense
of otherness about it. an exotic element in all facets of its culture including religion’
(Oswalt 99). Ciracie remembers an inherent desire for nomiality. and calls her friend
Marie Royal “regular." Thus Gracie defines social standards against the other children in
her class. In an admiring and somewhat covetous tone, Gracie says: “I had been assigned
to a new school closer to town because of redistricting, and 1 had already made one true
friend there named Marie Royal, a regular girl from a regular family”(Smitli41). Gracie
seems acutely aware ol' her differences from the remainder of her class, and looks
forward to a new place because it is a “chance to start all over"(41). However, her
religious uniqueness and the practices of her Holiness religion that make her stand out
from her peers are not easily erased, even with the possession of a new friend.

fhere are some truths about herself from which Gracie can’t physically run. After
a day spent in the company of the Royals' “regular" family, and all of the middle-class
luxuries that it ol'lers, including cream cheese sandwiches and Coca-Colas, Gracie runs
from the Roy als' car. up the hill to Scrabble Creek, with tears in her eyes. Gracie recalls:
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I knikcd up ilic hill and saw my mother stand up and go in the house, closing the
door behind her. She did not wa\ e. I've got to go, 1 said. Thanks a lot. 1 11 see
you tomorrins, Marie. I slammed the car door and ran up the hill as fast as my
legs wxHild earr\ me. stumbling over rocks and roots on the way because my eyes
were stinging w ith w ind and tears (Smith 47).

Ciracie runs from the confrontation of her two worlds colliding, that of her strict
religiosity embodied by her mother's long hair, and her secular school world embodied
by Marie's dollhouse and television set.

Although Fku ida Ciraee grow s up under her father's strict religious practices, she
also inherits skepticism of the religion. As a child she constantly questions her
community's religious practices by assessing her parents' relationships, personalities, and
reactions f'rom the community at Scrabble Creek. Part of her skepticism might be
attributed to a child-like selfishness, however, her raw interpretations offer insight into
the heart of a ‘T loliness" child, confused by the hypocrisies she sees in her parents life.
Grace remembers. “I quit praying. Daddy told us this all the time. I didn’t want to be a
special servant of the Lord. I didn't want the keys to His kingdom either. I wanted a
pony, or at the least a bicycle..

fhoiigh Grace does not pray for the keys to the

kingdom, she does pray that she will never be born again. Grace constantly witnesses
displays ol'religious ecstasy, and says: "‘But I had never been anointed, and prayed that I
never would be"(Smith 35). Gracie observes rather than participates. While her sister
Lvelyn holds the snakes,(iracie plays tic-tac-toe with Lily.
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CJracic remembers the first lime that she was supposedly possessed by the spirit,
much to her disma> . She fights Carlton Duty's memory of her speaking in the middle of
the night outside of the eluireh at a retreat. Oddly enough. Grade is "possessed by the
spirit" during a night \\ hen 1.amar had come to her on the backseat of her father’s car.
Smith alludes to a sexual eneounier between Grade and Lamar, directly before Grade’s
"praising God and prophesy ing"(Smith 107).

"Oh 1 ha\ e not." 1 said, for this was the last thing 1 wanted or expected to hear. I
did not. 1 did not w ant to be like Daddy and Mama. 1 did not. But,"Sissy, we do
not alway s hay e a choice in these things." Carlton Duty spoke quietly and with
absolute authority . The Lord goes yvhere He chooses, and visits those He loves.”
"1 don't—1 don't yy ant- " 1 yvas try ing to tell Carlton that I did not want to be
chosen or loved either one. but 1 yvas loo sleepy to speak and fell into a profound
slumber... (107)

Grace resists a visit from Jesus, telling him "Don't come back'’(Smith 107). It’s as if she
wants religion only on her oyvn terms, and not in a way that would link her to her parents’
feelings of religion.

Grace seems to pick up on the fact that her mother, especially, was very
religious...lor her father, and attributes her mother's "saving” to the credit of Virgil
Shepherd in Atlanta, Georgia, rather than to God (Smith 23). Perhaps Gracie notices the
binding tics between her mother and Virgil, and does not want this relationship to God in
anyway. Ciracie remembers the time her daddy's "hoor” makes herself known at
Scrabble C'reek and her mother's reaction: "And you dare to call yourself a man of God,
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a preacher, you chire io lell e\ er\ body else how to behave! Well this is the last un. The
last un!“(Smith <S7).

C iracie's father embodies a deep hypocrisy that undermines any

religious authorit\ in C iracie's life. I ler father suffers from a condition which Evelyn
accurately describes w ith the phrase. "\ le does e\ erything too much" Evelyn said darkly,
“Whatever it is"(87). Virgil Shepherd's radical personality leads him to indulge in acts
most “holy" and acts like adulter>. most sinful. In an eerie moment Smith’s capacity for
dark and light imagcr\. seen in On Ai^afc Hill, comes into play. Dark and light swirl
together in the follow ing passage: “...1 w oke up real early just as the day was breaking,
and v/ent out on the front porch - it w as like something was drawing me, pulling me out
there

to find Daddy bare-chested in the pearly light, serpents running like water over his

arms and hands"(Smith 69). fhe most sinful of creatures run across the preachers body
like water. The water imager\ appears again in this moment. Like the flowing of
Gracic's memory, the snakes trickle in “pearly light.

b'annie 1 dowers Shepherd loves him, this bundle of unpredictable and radically
dangerous contradictions. Ciracie's mother loves a man who surely disappoints her with
his sinful ways, why would Cjracic want to love another male, a God, a Father, who
would potentially disappoint her in the same way? Gracie’s disdain for her father and the
radical patriarchy he imposed leads her to a stronger female relationship that eventually
reconciles mother and God.

Her Mother’s Daughter

Gracie chooses a relationship with her mother that ultimately leads her to a
conversion moment when she returns home from her joiimey. Gracie remembers her
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mother in the most lo\ ine manner possible, and listens to her voice as it it were the voice
ofCiod. Ciraeie doesn't e\er hear the \ oiee of Clod spccitlcally; instead she frequently
interprets spiritual inoinenis tliroueh lier mother's eyes, past experiences, or her mother s
voice/presenee. She remembers all of those things best at Scrabble Creek, .lacqueline
Dovie writes. "1 uriher. she associates her mother's voice with the musical voice of the
creek: "her preit\ \mice alua\ s reminded me of the running water, of Scrabble Creek
thllinu donjj ihc rnouniain hcsutcour house"(Doyic 2H0). Her mother's presence, even
after her suicide. sta> s with Clracie her whole lilc and

n7omcnt>

such as after (Iracie's marriage to I ra\ is Word and before her baptism in ScrabUc
Graeie remembers her mother as a saint. "11 ever anybody was a real saint in this world, it
w'as mv mother"(Smith 53).

instead of proclaiming being made in God's likcnc.ss. Graeie claims her mother s
likeness as a higli compliment:” They say 1 take at ter her. and I am proud ot this, for she
was lovely as the das is long, in spirit as well as llesh''(Smith 3). Grade admires the
connection that she and her mother share, and repeats a conversion event at the end ot hei
story that she w ilnessed man\ > ears bcl'ore in her mother. I'he parallel events support the
claim that Graeie's religion comes from reconnecting with her mother, and herself, rather
than her I loliness religion. Rather. Graeie seems attracted by a spiritual rekindling with
herself and her home. Graeie partakes in the sensationalism she rejected in her earlier
childhood. She embraces what she onee rejected.

As a child. Graeie witnesses her mother handling the hot coals. While recalling
the event. (Iracie pays particularly close attention to the strange noises that came from
l annie's lips, and her own confused respon.se:
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Then all of a sudden Mama Hung her head back and started jerking and crying out
in a scar\ \va>. no w ords,just sharp animal noises. I tried to go forward to her,
but then l)add\ w as there, barring my way. I watched across his arm as Mama
rushed o\ er lo the heaisto\ e. still shrieking, and opened it up and plunged her
hands in there and grabbed up the red-hot coals. Smoke poured into the
room...Billie .lean and 1 got down on our knees and fell forward, but I was not
realK pra\ ing. 1 w as banging m\ head on the floor and saying,“I hate Jesus! I
hate Jesus!” o\ er and o\ er in nn mind, because He was burning my mother.
(Smith 26)

Gracie's young mind sees her mother's conversion act as hamiful rather than helpful.
The ecstatic noises make her profoundly nervous and prompt her to hate the God that
makes her mother suffer in both her marriage and in her religion. Gracie’s natural
response to her family's religious experiences is a direct dislike for God. However, by
the end of Grace's story, she experiences God in the same way her mother had many
years bel'orc. 1 Icr mother's voice prompts her to stand up and reach out to overcome
corporal needs or desires and touch the burning coals: “Come to me, Gracie, she says.
Oh come to Jesus honey. It is time now, it is never too late”(269). Gracie hears the
voice of her mother rather than the call of God. It is her mother’s familiar whisper that
prompts her to action.

1 close my eyes to see him [Joe Allen] drifting in time and maybe I sleep for a
little while but then 1 am awake, suddenly terribly tembly awake, and it is time.
The Spirit comes down on me hard like a blow to the top of my head and runs all
over my body like lightning. My fingers and toes are on fire. Oh Lord it is hard
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lo brcalhc and 1 am scared l ord. 1 am so scared but I will let my hands do what
thev arc draw inu now to do and it does not hurt, it is a joy in the Lord as she said.
It is a jo\ w hicli spreads all through my body, all through this sinful old body of
mine.(271 )

The above passage indicates ilie first time that Gracie experiences a personal knowledge
of a holy and spiritual presence. In this moment. Smith explores a religious expression
that Gracie has mereK described throughout her narrative: now she experiences it. In the
afterword. Smith touches on an idea that her book was to explore the moment in which a
human spirit is taken outside cd' itselt': “In a way my wTiting is a lifelong search for belief
1 have alw^ays been particularly interested in expression of religious ecstasy, and in those
moments w'hen w e are most truh 'out of ourselves' and experience the Spirit directly”
(274). Smith converts Gracie in a way. which is significant to the idea that Gracie has
returned to Scrabble C'reek and brought to it a new perspective and a fresh self Her
journey has been one of self-discovery, as well as her final act of conversion and her
ultimate baptism.

Finding

Smith closes her book, not only with a physical spiritual expression infiltrated by
her mother's presence but also with a reclaiming of Gracie’s name. Jacqueline Doyle
notes that Ciracie reclaims herself and dubs herself Florida Grace Shepherd in the waters
of Scrabble Creek. She writes in stream of consciousness:‘1 stop for one last time to
kneel by the icy rushing waters of Scrabble Creek. The sweetest sound I ever heard, it
has stayed in my head all these years. I drink to my heart’s content”(272). The thirst
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that Gracic has tried

quench since leav ing Scrabble Creek, through relationships,

children, and e\ en an alTair, has driv en her back to the waters of Scrabble Creek--a place
that she has know n her entire life but only presently appreciates. She reconnects with the
truths that hav e hound her together into the woman her mother made her. Her mother
and Scrabble Ch eck unite as the driv ing force that leads her to find, in the closing page of
Smith's novel, all she has lost in her life.

Gracie senses in the final pages of her narrative all the tilings that she has lost
over the years: “M v grav angel baby I ravis sleeps in peace beneath a lacy blanket of
snow... I hear an axe ring out. a bell, a baby's cry. Or maybe it is Troy Lee s cat, we
never did llnd that cat...We nev er solv ed any of the mysteries, me and Spice. I know
my.self as the girl I was, who used to love stories so much. Well this is the story of light
Mama, this is the story of snow"(272). Smith and Grace account for the lost details of
her life in what Doyle deems a baptismal moment, blanketing her losses with her “story
of light." I ler rebirth as ‘T'lorida Cirace. I'lorida for the state I was bom in, Grace for the
grace ol'God" in many ways 111 Is the v oids betw^een what she has lost and what she has
found or found anew, on the banks of Scrabble Creek (273).

In Alice Walker's book In Search ofOur Mothers ’ Gardens, she explains a
phenomenon applicable to Grade's story: a childhood filled with trouble, a lifestyle that
Walker and Gracie wouldn't trade for all of the ‘privilege’ in the world. Grade’s
upbringing and rough-and-tumble,“Scrabble" South, influence her life’s journey and
ultimately draw her back, as Idiot's poem predicts, to the place where she started.
!lowevcr. this time she remembers it for the good times, and sees it with open eyes.
Alice Walker too. expresses a similar and inherent love for a home place, despite its
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impcrfcclions. C iracic's lo\ c Ibr Scrabble Creek and Walkers appreciation for her home
exemplify a rcligiinis and unconditional devotion to not only their homes but who their
homes made them \o be;

But they ha\c never li\ed. as 1 have, at the end of a long road in a house that was
faced b\ the edge of the w orld on one side and nobody for miles on the other,
fhey have newer experienced the magnificent quiet of a summer day when the
heat is intense and one is so \ erv thirslv, as one moves across the dusty cotton
Helds, that one learns forewer that water is the essence of all lite. In the cities it
cannot be so clear to cme that he is a creature of the earth, feeling the soil between
the toes, smelling the dust throw n up by the rain, loving the earth so much that
one longs to taste it and sometimes does.(Walker 21)

Walker combines in these lines the image of earth and water, two constant and moving
forces, both of which Graeie experiments with throughout her life. The first image of
earth, seen best in Graeie's moment atop Chimney Rock, grounds her fimily in her
mountain heritage, fhe rock is unchanging, like the tenets of her religion. The rock
empowers her. and causes her to see above the creek. But the water, like Walker states,
“is the essence of all life" and calls to Florida Grace, a name and a surname in and of
itself. With Gracic's “baptism" in the waters of Scrabble Creek Lee Smith allows for her
protagonist an acceptance of a fluid spirituality that interprets and refreshes the dusty
paths of'her past, and alludes to a hopefully revived, quenched future.
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Chapter 111
Molly Petree:(iood-byc C ould Have Been Her Family Name
Li cry tilth' I settle ii'ou n tt fuippciis
/ ijt't ii fi'stfcss fcchtu] I can't controf
I hit the n ail aihfthcn I fut tfic ftiijfiiray
I (c ijot t he eiirse ofa ^\psy on tny souf
/ nioi e tftrouf]fil[e tfiundlr
I pass thioihjft llflc rain
:Moi inp out from utufer
(,'oOii-h\e eonfifliai e been in\ fatnify name
: Mary Cfautier. "Clooil h\e(onfd ‘Have 'fieen M'

y ^lamify iHamc

In the beginning on Agate Hill: (irotesqueness in Smith’s Setting and Characters

Lee Smith's Molly Pelree's ad\ cntures begin in a territory previously unexplored
by Smith in her newest no\ el. On Ap,aie Hill. Smith's setting ot Agate Hill, North
Carolina in the year 1872 eneompasses the dilapidated South, an old rusting plantation
oveiTiin with scandal and poverty, ravaged not by the Yankees but by the family
members themselves. Smith's depiction of an inbred and grotesque post Civil War south
“tells about the south" in an unabashed manner that emphasizes the importance of
making sense of one's beginnings, no matter how infested with decay. On Agate Hill
encompasses what earlier Southern writers, as categorized by Fred Hobson, neglected:
“As Southerners who brooded over the South, its promise and its failure, they [Southern
apologists and critics j wrote with deep commitment and often outrage but rarely with
humor and sometimes not even with perspective. Indeed, in some few cases, they
seemed tortured by their Southerness"(Hobson 5). Smith, on the other hand, creates a
protagonist who both recognizes her haunted Southern setting and eventually accepts her
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unconvcnlionai bcuinnings as the basis ot her identity. Molly's perspective changes from
beginning to end in a nieaningtul \va\. She begins and ends her diary at home on Agate
Hill, rhough the plantation has deelined. Molly and her perspective have grown.

“Agate 1 lill." the name of the plantation itself, suggests a marbleized and layered
foundation for the beginning of the novel (OHD). I he word “agate," implies that the
rock upon which the house is built is not eompletely solid. Rather, the soil is a layered
surface that has absorbed death and mystery. Agate Hill's mineral makeup proves less
than ideal for the plantation's I'oundation. The agate ground is different than the solid
mountain of Sugar 1-ork on which l\ y ultimately depends. Where tlie titles Fa/>* awi/
Tender Ladies and Savifi^ (irace point to the female protagonists’ roles in each story, On
A^ate Hill conjures the image of the ruined plantation and its significance to the entire
text.

fhe marble soil indicates a mystery. Molly explores the layers of the ground as a
child. She describes the hill: “White quartz rocks stand out in the fields. You can find
agate and fools gold too at the very top of the rise behind the house where I often climb
though I am not allowed to"(12). Molly explores throughout her entire life, but in her
childhood she especially tnids joy in discovering the nooks and crannies of her home on
Agate Hill. Smith through the eyes of young Molly describes Agate Hill plantation, at
the beginning of the novel by what it used to be, by what Agate Hill no longer is; Molly
also describes hcrsclt in terms of her deceased loved ones. The place of Agate Hill, the
piazza and the pillars fill the space around Molly’s ghost family.
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rhc beginning pages of Molly Peiree's diary, is a place where she claims she:
‘‘will write it all dm\ n e\ er\ true thing in black and white upon the page, for evil or good
it is my own true life and 1 Wil l have it. 1 will*'(8). Molly's search for permanence
through the language ol‘ her diar\ speaks to a need for a lasting measure in her life.
Molly's dellanee and self-assertion pro\ ide an interesting compliment to her continued
identification as a “ghost girl.” The beginning of Molly's stor\', as told through her diary.
resembles the earnest letters of young l\ y Row e o\'Smith's Fair and Tender Ladies.
Molly describes her raw intentions for her diary on the first page, saying,“...1 mean to
write in secreey and slelth the truth as 1 see it'' (7). Molly's “truth" is open for
interpretation and inllueneed b\ the w a> she “sees” the world. She prefers her version of
the truth or indi\ iduali/.ed truth to authoritative truth. Smith's novel toys with the
concept of truth in its clouded re\ elation of,Iacky .larvis' death. Smith also presents
Molly as an uncon\entional girl with an unconventional future. In the end ofthe novel, it
is Molly's capacity for the uneon\ entional that safes her from loneliness. From loss and
the broken pieces of Agate Hill plantation. Molly builds her own version of truth and her
own way of life.

Molly identifies herself'as a “spitfire and a burden" rather than a blessing, and
chooses rebellion over Ciod's “w ill." She rejects Nora Gwyn’s suggestion to pen the
words, “d'hv will be done O Lord on Earth as it is in Heaven. Amen," at the top of her
diary (7). Molly docs not want to be saved, by God or anyone else. She possesses a
unique and dark spirit. She subscribes to the “world of dai'k," in more ways than in
relation to Mama Marie's “world of light." Molly pictures Jesus like a “sharp-shooter” or
hound of' heaven (101). She sees herself not as a girl but as a wandering “ruby throated
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hummingbird lhai ccuncs again and again to I'annies red rosebush but lights down never
for good and all. al\\ a\ s tl\ ing on * (7). Molly wants a “demon lover;" she wants to be
both Romeo and .Iiilici: she wants a “tragedy"(73). Perhaps one ofthe most memorable
passages td MolI> s diar> begins when .Aunt Mitty reminds Molly of her “eternal soul:’

Well 1 don't want it. 1 said. This is true. 1 did not say that I don't want to go to
1 leaven either. 1 don't w ant to be an angel any more than I want to be a ghost
girl. 1 w ant tc^ be a real girl and li\ e as hard as 1 can in this world. I don’t want to
lie in the bed like Mama or be sick like Mary White. Or be a lady, I would rather
work my Ungers to the bone and die like Fannie. 1 want to live so hard and love
so much 1 w ill use m> sell'all the way up like a candle, it seems to me like this is
the point ot'it all. not 1 lea\ en. 1 want to have a demon lover and also a real boy
who w ill be mv husband and love me more than life itself. I want to live on my
own land not somebody elses plantation. 1 don't give a damn about Heaven.(78)

Molly possesses unique desires that will follow her through the remainder of her
life. She wants something permanent, something real, and something all her own. She
also adamantly proclaims wiiat she does not want, as well: babies, war, and “lady things:”
‘This morning it was dim and gloomy as the light ventured but feebly in through the dark
leaded panes to show the drop leaf table by the door and the huge old sideboard looming
as big as a boat, filled with china and God knows what all, all the things ladies have
which 1 will NF^Vl'R have, 1 swear it. and so much the better”(37). Molly defies lady
like qualities throughout the entire novel, telling Henry in the end: “I am not a lady,’ I
said, ‘in spite of everything your master did to turn me into one. And now that I have
gone thrcnigh the lire. I believe 1 can do whatever 1 want”(327). By the end of Molly’s
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life her passions ha\ c come full circle. She lives fully until she “uses” herself“all the
way up like a caiKllc” (78). Despite death and loss she continues to live, remaining true
to the self she eonslnieled on .\gale Hill.

Moll> also dellnes herself by who she is not. In her young diary, Molly commits
to depicting her losi-relaii\ es in “ rableau-Vi\ ant” fashion in order to set in stone, or
rather in black and w hile, the important memories of her young mind, which will become
the foundation of her coming > ears. I ler family, like her beginnings, certainly play into a
Southern gothic or Soulliern grotesque motif, a lens by which Smith views the south and
makes sense ol'the brokenness. Within the first few pages of Smith’s last novel, readers
bear witness to Moll\ *s recounting of the birth of two still bom babies. Willie and Lewis
Polk, both named I'or dead \ eterans of the Civil War; the deatliofher “dear aunt Fannie”
and a description of Little .lunius as “a snivelly little boy who looks like he is about a
hundred years old” (^)). She catalogues her family by telling how they died. Her family
tree died in the War. Molly alone keeps the Petree name alive.

Molly describes the rapid decline after her Aunt Fannie's death,” That was seven
months ago. and things around here ha\ e gone to hell in a handbasket ever since”(11).
With the barns empty, the “falling down sawmill and the gin,” paint peeling off the “once
white” house, Molly describes her Agate Hill as a ramshackled tribute to the ghosts of her
past. She has many ghosts I'or there is no one else: “Do not be afraid in this dark staircase
for no one will bother you. no one is here”(14). Molly introduces her diary to her world
like the tour guide of a haunted mansion.
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Molly goes to "I-our ()aks.” the home of her living relative Mama Marie, to
remember her famil>. Mama Marie speaks of her sisters as "gone, all gone, my darling.
off into the world of light" (77). Molly, at this particular point in the novel, views the
opposite realitN: a world of dark. .\s a deep sense of loss permeates the text. Molly
writes ol'her qualms with realitv and Mama Marie's supposed "world of light:” “for my
family is dead loo and 1 am NO T peaeeful. 1 hate it that my own family is a ghost
family"(77). Molly's "ghost family" eonsists of Alice Heart, Charles Petree, ababy
sister, a bab\ brother, an eldest brother named for Alfred Lord Tennyson, aunt Fannie,
and .still born babies. This east of deeeased characters never otTicially reappears but
certainly lives in her memories and eonsciousness. In the absence of people to love,
Molly lies her feelings and memories to objects like candelabras and her mother’s hoop
skirl.

Molly also documents among the living an interesting set of characters, which
play into Smith's gothic lens of examining the post Civil War south. A woman named
Selena replaces Molly's beloved Aunt Fannie not perhaps in the heart of Uncle Junius,
but certainly in his life. Molly describes Selena as "dark complected and dark haired, a
tall woman strong as an ox. She can work all day long in the field then split wood like a
man”(28). Molly also talks about Selena as if she were a gypsy woman;she tantalizes
Uncle Junius,"worms” her way into his house, and “wraps her arms around him like a
vine/Like poison ivy, is what 1 think”(28). Molly presents Selena as a powerful and
conniving woman, capable as a man and bewitching in her womanly ways. As a child,
Molly despises Selena yet shows evidence of sympathizing with her later in the text
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because of Selena's otherness. .\t the end of the novel, Molly and her new “family” uncake the remains of Selena's murdered first husband:

Of course 1 knew immediately. It was Mister Vogel1. Selena's husband who had
disappeared. She had done it. she had killed him so that she could have poor old
Uncle Junius. ()f eourse she had! Selena would have done anjthing. I was not
surprised. 1 believe 1 had known it all along. Perhaps this is why 1 hated her so
much, because 1 knew

e\ en then—that 1 was exactly like her. skin and bone,

tooth and claw. 1 w i>uld ha\ e done anything at all to have my Jacky.(350)

Upon Uncle Junius' eventual death. Molly describes a scene in which she feels
like a ghost girl at the funeral of her Uncle, her last honest-to-goodness living relative.
With him dies a piece of her resohe: “fhey threw shovels full of dirt on Uncle Junius
and a chilly brce/.c sw ept o\ er us, blow ing my hair. Look, Godfrey said, pointing up.
Buzzards, fhey are coming for you! 1 said to scare him, but actually I think it is me.
Then all of a sudden 1 looked down and noticed that 1 cast no shadow Dear Diary none,
So may be 1 really am a ghost girl all ready"(111). Molly doubts her existence when
confronted with her uncle's death. She begins sinking deeper into her own premature
grave. She finds little reason to believe in life and many reasons to believe in death’s
constant presence.
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Molly's C orner: C hild’s Play in a Dilapidated World

Due lo the brokennoss of Aealc 1 lill plantation. Molly creates a secret world for
herself that she fills with *'phenoniena.‘'pieces of her history, and pieces of herself. She
finds play amidst the rubble of the adult world around her. While the effects of War and
familial trouble re\ erberate around her. Molly and her playmates seek distraction.

The first pleasurable distractions that Molly and the Little Junius find involve
Molly's be.st friend on the plantation. W ashington, a boy whom Molly describes as “a
coffee color with gray eyes and a big smile"(10). After the description of Fannie's still
born baby and his sad baptism. Molly and Little Junius play marbles with Washington in
a scene reminiscent ol'a more pastoral South that deeply contrasts the reality of Molly’s
life on the I fill, fhe image of Molly underneath the Hickory tree playing marbles in the
dirt and leaves with W^ashington and Little Junius provides a unique commentary on post
Civil War relations between the family of prominent plantation owners like Uncle Junius
and the help, characters such as Washington. Liddy, Virgil, and Old Bess. Molly’s
source ol'coml'ort often comes fi om these characters, and when they leave the plantation,
so does Molly. I ler relationship with these social and racial “others” sets Molly apart
from the rest ol' her family. Because Molly, orphaned by the war and a misfit within her
makeshift family, identifies more with Washington and his mother, she serves as a gobetween during the post-Civil War period. Molly describes Liddy’s kitchen as “nice and
warm...with that big fire glowing. Here honey dont you want some more? Liddy asked
and even little Junius ate another whole plateful"(11). Smith refuses to simplify a postCivil War situation with a stark barrier between the young white girl and her “coffee
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colored” friend. Insicad. she blurs the boundaries through images and devices, which
contrast and compliment her southern grotesque style.

Moll> spends much i>f her childhood time with Maty White, the granddaughter of
Molly's Aunt C'eeiha. Mar> White is sickly and light, but possesses like Molly a vivid
and healthy imaginatiem. In main ways Mary W'hite's intluence on Molly's life is the
most important in her childhood years at Agate Hill. Mtuy White, her true fellow and
sister through(Hit. teaches Moll\ main things about fairies, poetry, and collected treasures
deemed “phenomena” (5.^^). 1 he w orld of Mary White and Molly Petree has a profound
impact on them both. 1 ogether they encounter a war-torn south that strengthens the
imaginations of a sickly girl and an orphan girl.

fhe outlet of play helps them to transcend their respective realities. Molly and
Mary White enjoy their confederate doll named Robert E. Lee. collecting “phenomena”
and playing among the I'airies. fheir childhood play reflects their wartime upbringing as
well as constructs a parallel world in which these girls play God. Molly describes her
confederate doll: “fhis man doll is the latest thing in knitting, with gray wool pants and
jacket, stripes on his sleeve, and a soldiers cap on his head. As for a face, he doesn’t
have one. It is pure white knit, so 1 can imagine him any way I want. I can make him
up”(45). 1 lis blank face is “pure white.” he is everyman except “coffee-colored”
Washington. Molly's “Robert H. Lee" may be her dead older brother. It may be her
demon lover. She can “imagine him" and therefore control him. Making up their own
rules and rituals, Molly and Mary White eontrol their parallel world.
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Molly picks up ihc broken pieces of her dilapidated world and plays. She builds
mystery around neglected objects. She eolleets misfits, trash, and tools gold; she
identifies with these inanimate ouleasts. Molly eolleets her “phenomena” in order to
claim a piece of Agate I lill and to claim a piece ol herselt.

As a disappearing orphan,

she uses these objects to create stories and memories for herself The hired help or the
war has stolen main of the tamily's \ aluables, thus creating a need for new “treasures.'
According to Molly the ^■ankee I land proves to be the “jewel" of the phenomena
collection:

I took my time unwrapping it. But finally it lay revealed on the floor, the bones
of a IIIIM AN 11 AND minus two fingers and the thumb...We are

going to dig

him up for our phenomena collection, aren't we Molly? For tliis is a poor brave
dead soldier. . . Mar\ White knows how to do very fancy handwriting with many
curls and nourishes. On the shoe box she has written, YANKEE BONES,
Property of Mary White Worthington and Molly Petree, This is the jewel of our
phenomena collection so far. (53)

The girls handle the bones with awe and are both repulsed and fascinated by the
“YANKHT' BONT;s." Supposed evidence of the War, the “Yankee Hand,” becomes
tangible proof' of' struggle. I'hey hold a rotten hand instead of their mothers’ guiding
hands, fhe girls capture a piece of death and prove the death of their man-doll, “Robert
E. Lee's,” sworn enemy. By boxing the “Yankee" bones, the girls mix imagination with
war.
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Molly and Mar> W hilc also imagine a world oftairies that visit Agate Hill.
Smith's use of **Magical Realism," or ihe **raniastic escape from realism," furthers claim
that Moll\ and Mar> W hiie pla> lo iranseend or suspend their bitter realities (Flora,
MacKelhan. and 1 a>lor 4h7). The girls sneak up on the fairies and Molly describes the
event in her diar\ w ith greal deiail and imagination: "Mary White knows all about fairies
and now I do loo. l he> wear little green jaekets and red caps with an owl feather
sticking up at a iauni> angle. l he> eome to ride the frogs and hunt the skitter waterbugs
that play back there in the shallow s. I hey live on friend waterbugs and flower pudding,
Mary White sa> s"(44). 1 ee Smith speaks lo Magical Realism witliin the novel in the
interview appendix: "\ didn't eonseiously set out to write magic realism: those moments
just happened w hile 1 w as in the ael of w riting those scenes. If 1 think hard, though, I
know where two ol'them came from: my best friend and 1 really did believe that we saw
fairies in the woods when we were little girls..."(381). Molly and Mary White's fairies
live apart from the war, apart from strict Aunt Cecilia, apart fi’om sickness and death.
The fairies, though fantastical, offer the girls tremendous hope. The fairies live on
“waterbugs and llower pudding" and can skitter about as they please, while the girls’
reality roots them lo eragg\ ground.

Molly's closet, her lime with Washington, the “phenomena collection,” and Mary
White's imaginative fairy stories preoccupy the children of Agate Hill plantation. Molly
finds grotesque joy in collecting bones. She holds an unidentified dead hand instead of
her mother's. 1 Icr stories of"Robert E. Tee" and porcelain doll “Margaret” are always
conscious of the War. 1 ler play certainly reflects her dilapidated home. Yet, her
imagination manages to prevail in many regards. Molly wears her personality like the
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faio's "owl I'calhcr siickini: up ai a jaunty angle"(44). Molly's play helps her to survive
the gruff adult world sum>unding her.

All Roads Lead to Simon Black: The Link to Molly’s Stor>'

flic ominous ligure ol Simon Black links On Ai^a/c Hill to a first hand
characterization of the C 'i\ il W ar. as well as provides for Molly a steady thread by which
to trace her entire life stor\. Simon Black begins(we learn in the last portion ofthe
novel) before the book begins, grow ing up alongside Charles Petree and Alice Heart on
Perdido" Plantation. 1 le tra\ els the road of the Civil Wan remembering in a letter to
Molly that she reads at his death."fhough many had fallen. I had been with a few of
these boys since I 'dgericld. We had come down this long and terrible road together, and
had got damn good at it too"(336). Simon Black writes of the camaraderie amongst a
select number ol'soldiers as well as their common loss and failure. They had gotten
“damn good" at the War and in the end war's "road" led nowhere. The road of Civil War,
for Simon Black and his compatriots, led to destruction rather than victory.

Simon Black carries a promise through to the end of his days, swearing to take
care of Charles and Alice's only remaining child. Molly. As a child, Molly remembers
Simon Black as thrilling and mysterious."A tall man dressed all in black stood on the
wide stone step ol'the piazza. 1 lis big black hat and his mustache were frosted witli
crystals of ice. his breath made a cloud in the air...The man’s eyes were deepset and
dark, his brow jet black through his beard was shot through with gray. He did not smile,
but stared at me intently"(106). Simon appears repeatedly throughout the novel wearing
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black. I Ic has some "inicni" tor Moll\. but his reasoning remains until the end a myster>\
Simon becomes the shadow Moll\ no hmeer easts.

Simon bears not onl\ a j'Momise ti> care lor Molly Petree but also the weight of
the War. 1 le seeks catharsis Irom the pain of War and refuge from the guilt of the living.
In .some ways. Simon represents the Southern apologist's need “to tell about the South ..
.|as| an act of confession. e\en catharsis

of purging oneself of haunting memories and

fears in the hope that the\ will haunt no more"(Hobson 8). Simon willingly bears the
sins of war and seeks amends through shadow ing Molly Petree. Simon articulates his
desire to purge “this sad old histor> ." to .lunius Hall:

1 should ha\ e come to \ ou sooner...but the fact is that 1 was sick, sick imto death
of'this poor bloody and broken land. 1 needed more room. I had to get out of this
sad old histoi N. So 1 did not look back, and 1 swore 1 would never come back
either. But reeentl> 1 had a tragedy

and 1 ha\ e undergone a change, and I am

here to I'uimi m\ obligation to Charles Petree. for in fact I owe him this life which
1 do not much w ant yet cannot gel rid of either.(108)

1 lis best f riend died, his ehildhood love dies, his wife dies, and his children die.
Simon Black lives and can't forgive himself for it. He sees in Molly the potential for a
vibrant life outside of a dying house. Molly only sees in him a savior when she doesn’t
want to be saved. Molly originally misinterprets his good intentions. Simon has an
inability to communicate his “haunted" past and Molly refuses his attempts to redeem
their families' relationship. I'or many years Simon and Molly stand at an emotional
stalemate, one dying to die peacefully and the other dying to live freely.
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Simon s uiuisiuil mission Jvk's not make much sense to readers until the end of
the novel, in his re\ealine. eailiariie letter. 1 lo\\e\ er, his presence, both frightening and
comforting, appears at ke> irn'inenis throughout Molly's life. .\ny time Molly means to
step forward into the great unknown. Simon Black appears.

Moll>. earl\ in the no\el. has lost e\er\one, including herself through many
instances, but espeeialK in an en>tie relationship with Nicky Iw'k. In a moment of
attempted rape. Spence sa\ es Moll\ from the scandalous and terrorizing Nicky Eck, who
not only sexually abuses >ming Moll\ but al.so verbally abuses her. She internalizes his
attitude towards her: ”l le breatlied in m\ ear. it sent shivers all down my body. I have
thought about it all da> long. 1 le sa\ s...^'ou like that don’t vou darling? You are a bad
girl'Xl 17). Simon Black steps in and re.seues Molly from this traumatizing situation:
Simon Black had arri\ ed in a carriage w ith a brown-haired young lady wearing
spectacles...(iood iiKuning Moll\ Petree. allow me to introduce Miss Agnes Rutherford,
a teacher at Gatewood Acadenn which you will be attending immediately..."(122).
Simon Blaek ushers Molh uUo the next phase of her life at Gatewood Academy and
follows her to Plain View. Moll\ juggles the ideas of becoming romantically involved
with a few dilTerent men and still Simon Black remains a constant figure.

Despite Black's perfectly limed reseues. Molly rejects all authority figures in her
life and wants to live by her own rules. She expresses in a letter her hate for her
benefactor; “I do not like Dr. Snow, not Mrs. Snow, nor even Simon Black who is my
benefactor, I'or there is something aw I'ul about having a benetactor"(207). BJ in his court
testimony hits the nail on the head, and seems to speak from a knowledge of Molly and
from personal Irustralion by sa> ing. “But you can't really watch over nobody, you know.
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no matter how hard > ou ir> to Jo it" (.'07). Moll> Joes not let her guard down, nor does
she desire a guarJian. As a constant ward or responsibility ofanother relative, teacher, or
other authoritx figure. Moll\ Jcspiscs being controlleJ. W hether it is the sexual authority
that Nieky Hek imposes or the Jespieable Or. Snow forcing himself onto Molly on the
day of her graJualii>n. Nh>ll> seems to eontinuoush be under a thumb. Molly searches
for herself and her agene>. She searches for a kindred rather than a provider.

Mollv wanders, attempting to escape her past on .Agate Hill, and Simon Black
follows like her black shadow. Moll\ s dear friend Agnes Rutherford writes of a strange
encounter between Mr. Black and Moll\ . .Agnes can't decipher the meaning behind their
conversation and Molly diK'sift re\ eal an\ thing directly to Agnes. The mystery of the
following episode, as it is rela> ed b\ Agnes Rutherford, deepens the mystery surrounding
the relationship between Mr. Black and Molly. Agnes spies the strange pair from afar
and later writes:

Down at the gate by the road stood Molly talking to Simon Black. His horse
breathed plumes of smoke into the clear freezing air. Ofcourse I would have
known Simon Black an> where, fhe long black coat, the boots, the spurs, the
unmistakable mustache and beard, now dead white. Though he faced me, I could
not really see his features beneath the wide black hat. its brim lowered as he spoke
earnestly to Molly. 1 lead cocked, she appeared to listen, then said something,
then made an emphatic gesture w ith her hand. He spoke again. Their breaths,
like the horse's, made clouds in the air. eventually drifting together as one. They
talked I'or some time. All the world was brightest white or starkest black ■snow.
tree, figures

with onl\ the red scarf I'or color. The great snowy mountains rose
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into ihe blue sk\ be\ ikI

1 mall> Moll\ stamped her foot, then surprised me by

turning suddenU U' run baek up ilie Iv'ue hill toward the house.(242)

Smith paints a “stark" imaee ot the snow and the mountains, with Molly's spunky red
scarf llvinu dellantlx in the

iiui. (.leiermiite<.l to be its own color and ha\e its way in the

w'orld without the helj^ ot a past that she wvuild like to forget. I'he image of the red scarf
blowing about MolK s bail eoniuies up the earl\ image of Molh as a “ruby throated
hummingbird." and Molh's |'>romise to ne\er sta\ tor long, and her deeply rooted
tendency to wandering. Smith depicts Molh as an indi\ idual like the red scarf in a black
and while photograph.

Molh's relationship w iih her ghost family and her pa.st changes in many ways
over the years: at Cialewood Aeadenn . Bobcat School and Plain View. I hough Molly
adamantly writes abcnil her family in her Agate 1 lill days, her time at boarding school
leads her into new realms of know ledge. tViendship. and eventually to a career teaching
school with Agnes. Molly lra\ els to a new place and to a new level of being ditTerent or
red’* in a black and while world. Molly continues to reject a relationship with Simon
Black by putting more distance belw een them. She eontinues to shiike Black's ominous
presence Irom her lil'e. like he is death him.self. 1 ler running suggests she has something
to hide and his chasing suggests he has something to give. Both characters run and chase
like parallel lifelines that never touch but always ilow in the same direction.

Molly mysteriously feels Simon Black's presence even when he can't be seen.
She recognizes their fated connection. In the midst of “demon'' romance, Molly writes
upon leaving for Plain View that she knows something .lackie .larvis does not: “Simon
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Black is ihc one who would come after me"(272). However, in actuality, Molly will
eventually seek him.

The Dark Night of a Demon Lover; Angels and Demons in Molly’s Sabbatical from

Agate Hill

Molly's view of love shifts from her days at Agate Hill to her teaching years, to
her time with Jacky and BJ on Plain View, to her renewed sense offamily back on Agate
Hill. Molly writes of her fascination with love: “But now the time has come for me to
tell the rest of the story, for it is a love story too, as

are all stories, in the end”(332).

Finding that “love" has motivated her life story tliroughout, Molly expands conventional
ideas of a loving relationship to include her preferred unconventional way of life.

Molly's has always maintained a unique picture of love. As a child she desired a
demon lover rather than a husband or savior. She imagines herself as a twisted soul and
undeserving of a good man. BJ reflects on the mysteries offemale attraction, echoing the
frustrations of steady male characters like Travis Word and Oakley Fox. Now you
wouldn’t think a woman would want a man like that, you would think they would rather
have somebody reliable, such as myself, but they don’t (277). BJ s statement rings true
for Smith’s leading ladies, Molly included. Her desire for intensity, tragedy, and her
haunted past drive her to reject stability and take a chance on a tiaveling man.

Molly turns down Ben Valiant who could have offered her stability and family
name, despite Agnes’ rationalizing of their relationship. Agnes tells Molly, True love is
not necessarily cataclysmic, or whatever it is that you imagine. Marriage piovides a safe
place, a garden, for true love to grow and flourish”(239). Angelic Agnes seeks a “safe
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place,” and Molly searches for love that lives on the edge of a cliff. Molly “vehemently”
disagrees with Agnes' *‘safe” picture(239)and would rather marry a “bad” or
mischievous boy like Henderson Hanes, because she teels more deserving of his
treatment: “He is a bad boy. like I am a bad girl, so I don t mind to take it from him.
Henderson likes bad girls, he says, though he does not believe me when I say I am one.
He thinks I am kidding. He thinks I am just a poor girl like Cinderella, and he likes this
too, for he is also mairying me to spite his mother (250). Molly s perceiving of herself
as a “bad girl” links back to Nick Eck and his derogatory whispers in her ear. Molly
understands herself as still separate from the world ofthe living. She knows she is not
“Just a poor girl like Cinderella" but a real girl with grotesque play things, a family of
dead people, and a crumbling old mansion.

Molly leads blindly with her dark soul, almost masochistically and actively
seeking future disappointment. She realizes the differences between she and Henderson
yet would rather marry him and be free from the guilt of withholding her heart. Molly
writes, “It would have been wrong of me to marry Ben Valiant, who is a nice man, but it
is not wrong of me to marry Henderson Hanes, who is not. For I will never give all my
heart away, as I told you so long ago. I know all about that”(250). Molly s reluctance to
“give her heart away'’ protects her from living under another s authority. She
understands being alone. From the beginning she has been the lone observant girl,
standing apart from the group and guarding her heart. She wants to live fully and live
well on her own accord. She desires neither master nor guardian. Leaving her guardian
angel Agnes, she takes Mary White, though Mai*y White has long since stopped
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responding to letters, and follows a wandering man. Like the “ruby throated humming
bird" she dubbed herself on the very first page of her diary, Molly “flies on”(7).

Molly searches for her demon lover until she rediscovers Jacky Jarvis.
Rediscovers him because Molly feels as if she has known Jacky all her life. Jacky Jarvis
is Molly's version of Honey Breeding in many ways. Described as a wanderer, a back
door man.".lacky and Molly are kindred spirits and their story contains the tragedy and
intensity Molly expected.

Smith describes Jacky as light, shocking, and skinny. Jacky has surreal qualities
about him. He does not operate within social conventions. Instead he makes life up as he
goes along as if he were improvising on his banjo. Molly writes of her first encounter
with Jacky to her pen pal Mary White who has scampered off into the world of light.
Molly still trusts Mary White with her deepest secrets; much like Ivy Rowe trusts her
sister Silvaney. Molly remembers:

‘Hey, Jack! Yellowjack! Hey Jack! Jacky-0!’ Everybody called out and fell back
to make way as he crossed the dance floor. ‘Where the hell have you been? The
old man grumbled, but the man just grinned as he flung his buckskin coat down
on the floor and started right in picking his banjo,jumping all around. He
appeared to have no bones at all in his body. He was tall and skinny with yellowred hair that fell forward into his eyes and a big nose and a wide crooked reckless
grin, the kind of a face that you couldn’t quit looking at...He was the kind of man
that made everybody feel better just because he had walked into the room.(257)
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Jacky possesses musical power and persuasive power. He captures Molly’s
attentions. Suddenly she has become unglued from her past at Agate Hill. She dances
with Jacky. who moves freelv as if he had no bones. Jacky is all flesh and no substance.
T o Molly, he is simultaneously otherworldly and real enough to taste. Her deep
attraction to Jacky's uncanny smile and unusual looks continues throughout her whole
lilc despite the pain he causes her. Jacky fascinates Molly through the sorrow. He
embodies the descriptors, demon and lover, tully. From the very beginning, their mutual
connection strong, he says to her,“Fve been looking for you all my life (258). Like the
connection between Honey Breeding and Ivy Rowe, Smith creates Jacky and Molly as
devilish angels meant for each other—both reckless and good-hearted in the same
moment. Martha Pickling warns Molly,“But them Jarvises are purely no good”(259).
Molly doesn't love sensibly, however. Ben Valiant with his goodness and Henderson
Hanes with his money can't tempt her backwards once she has gotten hold of Jacky
Jarvis. Molly has finally found her demon lover
Her demon lover has a cousin, who adds to both the angelic face of the novel, and
its grotesque underbelly. BJ Jarvis, or Black Jack Jarvis, serves as Molly s angel
throughout the text, noticing every detail to her story, telling it when she cannot tell it
herself. Smith grants BJ oratory power as he narrates the murder of Jacky Jarvis to a
courtroom. The exact events suiTounding Jacky’s murder remain ambiguous throughout
the novel's entirety. Who killed Jacky Jarvis? Smith partially reveals the mystery in
Black Jack’s testimony, and in part through Molly’s last diary entry.
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Black Jack Jarvis and Jacky Jarvis were bom cousins but act as brothers,
complimenting one another, even providing for Molly in the role of husband in separate
but related ways.

Start at the beginning? All right. Til start at the beginning. But what is it? When
did the beginning start? Did it start way back when me and Jacky was bom six
days apart to two sisters, and both of us named Jack? And him light complected
and me dark, so that they took to calling us Yellow Jack and Black Jack right off
the bat, for nicknames? Or did it start when 1 was two and Mama pitched forward
in the fire carrying me, and you can see here what happened. Just go ahead and
lake a good look.(275)

BJ bears his soul and his raw face to the courtroom audience, reminding them that
stories begin even before birth (321). BJ aligns himself with Jacky and by so doing
aligns himself with Molly. He remembers at Jacky’s funeral, “It was like somebody had
blowed out the sun in the middle of the day. For I had always felt that Jacky was my
brother, but eloser than a brother. My other half’(302). They compliment and contrast
one another: one wanders while another stays, one plays the lover while the other plays
the provider, one dies and the other lives.

BJ describes to the courtroom Molly and Jacky’s life even tlie most difficult,
unmentionable trials: “But now we have got up to the hard part, and it is not an easy thing
to tell. 1 will try to tell it a quick as I can”(297). Christabefs death, followed by
stillborn baby after stillborn baby, results in many little graves lined up one after another.
BJ paints an image of their life, and remembers Jacky Jarvis’ red bow tie like Molly’s red
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scarf: “And llien that was the end of it. Just a row of rock babies up on the mountain like
a little stone wall, and a husband with a red bow tie that had took up traveling in a rolling
store, and a pretty wife alone on a windy bald’* (299). Smith incorporates the red imagery
of Jackv's bowlie. The red bowtie encircles his neck, the color of blood. The red bowtie
foreshadows the location of Jacky's fatal wound.

Constant BJ surfaces in Smith's text when Jacky can t be found; when Jacky
travels around the state of Tennessee, BJ holds down the family store. The two work
interchangeably. When Molly goes into labor with baby Christabel, Jacky is nowhere to
be found but BJ comes to the rescue. B.J. remembers,“She is coming, BJ, Molly
said...Calvin run in at some time and said. Lord God,and run back out, and come back in
with Clara and Nancy, and then 1 made to go. but Molly said, No stay with me awhile,
BJ, and so I did... (293). Both men serve Molly in different ways. BJ listens to Molly’s
requests. He “stays" with her while Jacky wanders. Jacky offers her adventure and BJ
offers her provision. Closer than brothers, these two men represent dual impulses.
“Yellow" and “Black," the Jacks contrast one another and work together in their
relationship with Molly.

BJ's life revolves around the store, in its completion and in its sound running. His
store represents his desire to provide for Molly and fill her needs. He has been stocking
the community with goods for years and wants to care for Molly in the same tangible
manner. He describes in his store and many other facets of Molly and Jacky Jarvis’ love
story, essential to the text and to the gothic and twisted mystery that lies at the center of
the novel. BJ says of the store: it “was my whole life from the time 1 could walk until the
incident we are talking about"(284). He continues to tell of the store’s plenty, the wealth
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that was tied up in this property and his occupation, all gone up in flames for Molly s
sake: *'We sold cloth, buttons, needle and thread, papers of straight pins, dye,candles,
overhauls, gloves, boots, fancy combs and hair-pins, lamp oil and globes, wicks and those
big old three-inch matches, octagon soap, scissors and razors, pots and pans, skillets and
teakettles, tools, brooms, rope, cowbells, washboards, woodstoves and stovepipes,
everything from straw hats to chamber pots”(285). BJ's careful inventory of his store
demonstrates his desire to provide for those closest to him while Jacky’s love offun leads
him down another path that eventually bums the store. BJ’s description also catalogues
the “phenomena” he sacrificed to cover Molly's role in Jacky’s murder.

Molly and Jacky's love, a love that burned so hard it burned up, bums the store,
leaving only “ashes and rue”(310). This refrain of the ballad “Molly and the Traveling
Man” contrasts the plenty of BJ's store with the destmetiveness of“demon love.’ With
Jacky's death, Molly's life on the bald disappears. No traces of their love remain except
a “row of rock babies”(299). Jacky has gone, the family store crumbles; there is no more
music and no more dancing. Only the ghost of Christabel, and Icy Hinshaw’s blonde
Jarvis babies survive on the bald.

Molly stops BJ before he confesses to her the truth about Jacky and Icy Hinshaw,
as well as his true feelings for her. BJ’s coming description demonstrates more than
friendly physical touch. He professes to the courtroom the level offamiliarity that exists
between him and Molly. He remembers:

I came up behind her and put my amis around her waist and my face—my facein her hair, which smelled like lavender. Molly
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I started, determined to say it

all then, finally. Oh BJ, she said, breaking my hold. She turned to face me.
You know you will always be my best friend in the world. She stood up on
tiptoe to kiss me, just once, on the mouth, then pulled back and put her finger to
my lips the way you would shush a child...(302).

Conventional boundaries slip between Jacky and Molly and Molly and BJ. Jacky s
inlldelity only scratches the surface of the relationship between these three characters.
Molly and BJ share a connection of some kind. BJ clearly desires all of Molly. He
clarifies to the courtroom,“my face," as if to emphasize his ugliness coming into close
contact with her “lavender" beauty. Molly can t give her heart to BJ and shushes the
truth he wishes to reveal. She doesn't want to know yet. She contentedly lives within the
mystery of their unconventional connections.

After the court case finishes, and Molly freed from her charges of killing Jacky
Jarvis, she comes back to her cabin. Haunted by the ghosts of Christabel and Jacky, she
looks into BJ’s eyes and knows that their connection must be severed because the ghosts
between them are too great. Though BJ’s connection to Molly was deeper than the
presence of Jacky Jarvis, Molly’s dependence on BJ has always been secondary to her
desire for self-dependence. She pushes him away one last time, for as he says, There s
things a person can not bear to know. You can’t never tell who somebody will love, you
know, nor how fierce they can be about it”(299). Her “fierce” love with Jacky Jarvis,
her demon lover, is over. As a child, Molly knew demon lovers only came in the night.
Now morning has come and Molly’s sabbatical from Agate Hill, her home, sets with the
moon.
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Dawn in the World of Dark: Molly Embraces a New Way of Life and Death
Himself

Lee Smith brings her most recent protagonist back to Agate Hill like she leads Ivy
Rowe back home to her mountain, like she brings Florida Grace back to be baptized for
the first time, in the waters of Scrabble Creek. Molly returns, back to the dilapidated old
setting of the plantation, ravaged and diminished in size and property value, overgrown
with the years and void of all the pride the plantation ever owned. She describes the
landscape:

We rode out blinking into the sunlight again. The big bam had fallen in upon
itself into a pile of boards. The gin and sawmill had disappeared entirely into a
tangle of briers. The circle was all but overgrown with weeds. To my surprise,
the house itself looked much smaller than I remembered, not a grand house at all
but an ancient farmstead set upon its windswept ridge in the last ofthe sun, the
brow of the hill rising behind it...Henry turned to me.‘Agate Hill is almost gone.
(328)

Agate Hill suffers the curse of Uncle Junius. The plantation has collapsed into
itself. Despite its dilapidated and gothic appearance Molly finds it home. She finds that
Simon Black has returned to Agate Hill, purchased it and inhabits it, and meets Molly
calling her “Alice.” Molly writes in her diary,“His white hair flowed down to his
shoulders, his white brows made a single fomiidable line across his forehead. He rubbed
the back of his hand across his eyes. I was filled with a deep, thudding sense of
anticipation. Well, 1 thought. I have been waiting for this. It was the last thing left to
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happen to me"(329). Molly's life has come full circle, and Simon Black, a man to whom
all roads for Molly lead, welcomes her back, with placidity, as though he has been
waiting for her all of his life. And perhaps he has. In the end he has protected what
Molly could not protect for herself, the homestead of Agate Hill plantation, and her
mother's heart box.

Molly walks back into the world of Agate Hill in a new dawn. She meets with the
appropriate people who help to bring her life full circle. Because of the fire she has
encountered Molly stands ready to begin again, unafraid and unencumbered,empowered
by rather than fearful of her ghosts. The “staircase curving into the gloom above her
head leads to her cubbyhole and to its ghosts and memories, but this time she isn’t afraid.
She realizes that a body collects ghosts wherever it goes. Instead of running past Agate
Hill, Molly embraces the new life that Smith creates for her, complete with a garden, a
father/husband, a husband/child, and a friend in all three. She finally feels connected to
Simon Black, her benefactor and her lifeline, in a strange way. Their connection seems
to transcend time and social boundaries in a way made possible by a woman who has
nothing to lose, and has surrendered her claim on the land ofthe living. She desires to
live independently and freely for the rest of her days.

Simon Black's death scene fulfils their roles in one another’s lives. She gives him
peace and he gives her a familial history in the form of a love story. She goes to Simon
Black; “The evening star still hung in the sky when I woke that last time to realize that
Simon had slipped away...1 lay beside him while all the changes took place, his ravaged
body cooling, his thin arm growing stiff across my breast. We are like a sarcophagus, I
thought...They had to break me away from Simon’s last embrace"(334). Simon’s “last
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embrace" ushers in the reading of his letter that contains revelations about her family and
the relationship amongst Charles, Alice, and Simon. Like Jacky, Molly, and BJ,the
former three share a relationship with blurred boundaries. Molly, too, participates when
she cradles Simon Black during the hour of his death. Thus, Molly completes the
mysterious connection by becoming her mother, Alice, and Simon’s lover.

Molly also finds a love in Juney. the man-child of Selena, in whom she finds great
pleasure. ,Iuney is both her helper, her companion, her sweetheart and her child, a little
person for whom she has been waiting her whole life. He grasps at her skirts like
Christabel, but knows things intuitively like a companion or friend. His presence
refreshes her: “Then [.luney] ran his hands quickly all over my face with the lightest
skittering touch, like a hummingbird. 1 found myself closing my eyes,just for a second,
giving myself over to it. 1 swayed and nearly fell. 1 felt entirely refreshed when I came
back to myself'(330). Juney's sixth sense adds to the magic of his character and
supports the claim that Smith's “deformed” or grotesque characters reform and transform
a situation best of all.

As our protagonist walks back into the years, she walks back into her old soul,
the soul she has been all along, but has been clouded by love and loss. She finds herself
changed, older and wiser than she once was, but still clinging to the girl she first wrote in
the pages of her diary. On May 2 of 1927 she write: “I had another friend too once, her
name was Mary White, do you recall? But she is gone now,off into the world of light”
(332). Molly's world now exists in the light not dark. According to the townspeople she
has lost her marbles, when in actuality she has found them. She has discovered the
marbleized layers of Agate Hill plantation. Molly, a woman refined by fire rather than
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“lady** school, knows her ghosts with intimacy rather than fear. In her cubbyhole once
again. Molly continues to write:

And yet here is that bad girl Molly stuck forever in this notebook, bursting
from its pages. 1 thought I would not know her anymore, and yet I find that I
am her. just as wild and full of spite and longing as ever, as I still am. For an
old woman is like a child, but more than a child, for I know what I know yet I
feel exactly the same in my heart.(332)

Molly's remark on the nature of elderly women and children and the wise things
they know, reflects a reenergized mindset. She rediscovers atop Agate Hill herself in her
heart. She reveals the truth of Simon Black’s last letter: “The truth is that I needed you at
that point, my dear, far more than you needed me. You and your concerns have afforded
me a life, of sorts. An involvement. A purpose. For a man must have a purpose in this
world’* (348). And a woman,as Molly says, must have need:“Need is a powerful thing
for a woman, maybe the most powerful thing that there is (332). In Simon Black and
Molly, Smith repaints conventional ideas regarding a mutual relationship. Simon Black
and Molly had an age difference that separates them in the outer world; however, within
the grotesque setting of Agate Hill and based on the qualifications of needing purpose
and needing to be needed, Simon and Molly prove perfect companions.

For all the independence she could muster, Molly finds herself needing to be
needed, and finds herself reveling in a life where there is a garden to manage, a market at
which to sell, and the “phenomena” of life to guard and ultimately relinquish with a last
breath. Molly finds herself expanding her boundaries of love. Where once she
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demanded demon lover, she now accepts Simon Black and little Juney. Upon returning
to Agate I till plantation, she writes about the natures ot love, ot place, and the
relationship between the two:

1 had to smile. 1 remembered liow. as a girl. I thought that I could not leave Agate
I lill. that I could not leave my ghosts. Now I understood that love does not reside
in places, neither in the Capulets' tomb nor the dales of Arcady nor the Kingdom
by the Sea nor in any ofthose other poems that Mary White and I read so long
ago. love lives not in places nor even

bodies but in the spaces between them, the

long and lovely sweep of air and sky. and in the livi.ig heart and memory until
that is gone too. atid we are all of us wanderers, as we have always been, upon the
earth. 1 was free to go.(328)

Molly's setting, unlike Ivy's solid mountainside, crumbles and fades from her grasp. She
comes back to a haunted house, without anything to show toi her time spent away except
for the intangible wisdom she bad gained. For Molly nothing lasts on the earth, on the
ground level. Mer ghosts become her comlort because they exist in the spaces between
"places." Molly writes from experience that place doesn t last and lives with the passion
of the "ruby throated hummingbird" that "lights down nevei toi good and all’ (7).

In the end Molly doesn't believe in boundaries between only the love between
that allows her to transcend. Agate I lill. the haunted home of her ghosts, was also the
place to which slic was coming back all along, perhaps because her ghosts knew from the
beginning love's secret. Molly discovers the iact that at home, everyone belongs, alive or
dead, young or old, grotesque or beautiful: each person can come back if they want.
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Washington doesn't; his watch doesn't have Agate Hill’s time zone. His watch, real gold
rather than the fool's gold found on Agate Hill, represents his success. He marks the time
ol the outer world while Molly's frame of reference vanishes. She lives day to day in a
happy world that reworks her twisted past. She has need and she has the memory oflove.

Molly cheerfully finds herself, a young heart and an old body, right back where
she began with a man who had loved her mother, and the man-child of her uncle and his
gypsy wife. But love does not reside, as she says, in specific places, but the spaces
between them. The grave and social boundaries need not apply for Molly Petree, who
has returned home and found in it new love, new life, need, and therefore renewed
purpose.

Molly can’t reconnect with BJ back on Plain View, and she can’t take up with
him in Jacky’s cabin. The only space appropriate and the only love she finds comes from
the broken pieces of her dilapidated past. Her renewed spot on Agate Hill ultimately
suggests the circular nature of life in a way that Smith’s previous novels back away from
slightly. Ivy takes an unconventional holiday with Honey Breeding but her life ends
rather peacefully on Sugar Fork. Florida Grace baptizes herself in the waters of home,
claims her birth name again, but her next move is difficult to predict. Molly on the other
hand constructs newness in the dawn of old age. She makes something out of the
nothingness that suiTOunds her and collects in the end a world of living “phenomena.”
She picks up the broken pieces of her dilapidated world and doesn’t merely play with
them; she works them into her adult life. Old woman and child live together as one. For
Molly, both playing and working melt together. Smith creates Molly’s world like an
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agate marble, combining absence of love and presence of ghosts, the promise ofloss and
the promise of hope.

1

1
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A Map for the Great Unknown

*Worcfs are so pcnvcifuCtficy sfioulefonCy Sc usedto Siess, to fieaC to prosper
-Sue M^ cCaurin K' cnty of9dcntonc,Jl(a6ama atop Loofiput ^Mountain

Ivy, Grade, and Molly find themselves on a long way home back to their
beginnings only to discover as, Eliot writes, that they “know the place for the first time.
Not only do they know their place anew, but also Smith s circular plot structure allows
these characters to know themselves anew. In this search for permanence they discover
themselves changed and their homes have changed suggesting that no thing can exist
without changing. For Smith and her characters the true story lies within the journey.
Smith writes characters that never cease exploring themselves and their lives. In her
novels Smith does create a permanence with her words. It s almost as if the fading lives
of her characters pave the way for solidified stories,

That’s all she wrote” takes on a

new meaning. The words, black and white on the pages of Smith s novels, offer
semblances of life that cannot be demolished, flooded, or burned.

In many regards, the protagonists’ homes have changed. Modernity and mining
threatens to invade Smith’s most solid setting. Ivy’s mountains. Florida Grace discovers
her beloved brother has died and the Dutys have greatly aged. The church where her
father preached lies under a cheap food mart. Molly’s place of Agate Hill gets turned
into a bed and breakfast abounding with cliche. Her family’s plot of graveyard becomes
a Golf Course. Time takes its toll on these places. As Ivy laments to her dead daddy.
nothing seems to last.
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At the close of the novels, the heroines themselves drift away from readers. Their
words, be they narrative, letter, or diary entry, fade off of the page and into some new
great unknown. Smith doesn't put a big period or a beautiful bow on the end of her
stories. 1 f she wraps these novels in anything it is with the pens and prose of amateurs
like Tuscanv Miller or Oval History \s Jennifer, who appear like second-rate-shadows
next to Smith's protagonists. The sense of place Smith works to achieve ultimately
dissolves along with her speakers' stories. All things disappear except the words on the
page.

Her novels' settings influence the tone ofthe respective work and in turn the book
preserves place and character with the publishing of the written word. The physical
elements of the earth, water, and fire, are highlighted in these three respective novels as
well, suggesting the necessity of natural forces and that a connection to nature directs
fate.

Fair and Tender Ladies promotes mountain matriarch Ivy Rowe, a woman who
is anything but tender. Instead her tendrils reach and cling to a tough surface. She
ultimately holds the mountain itself together in all seasons. Smith s collection of letters
reflects reliable Ivy and wild Ivy alongside a reliable home place and a wild
mountainside. Ivy’s letters trace her climb to the top at which point Ivy flies off like the
hawk she observes in the sky. In the process of dying, Ivy finds roots and wings.
Florida Grace’s narrative reads like the mellifluous place of Scrabble Creek. The
waters of her memory float Grade downstream. She wiites to discover herself again.
She writes with the end in mind, both the end of the book and the end of times. By the
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first page of the novel. Grade has already lost, made mistakes, experienced alienation
and sin. 1 lowev er she has never been baptized. Gracie takes the water and uses it for
holy purpose. She reclaims her life, and reclaims the life of her mother. Her words ebb
and How like the tides of her memory. Florida Grace floats away from audiences on this
tide.

Molly's story adds heat, earth, and water, the other natural elements of Smith’s
previous novels. Love and violence share this heated quality. These passions cause On
A^ate Hill's characters to act out of love and violence. Molly goes through a fire, and
refines herself She ends back on Agate Hill where fool’s gold abounds. Molly, however,
is wise and pure gold. Molly wants to live so hard that she bums up. She comes through
the fire of loss. Her words reflect the broken Southern soil. Smith writes with the
twisted vocabulary of a war orphan who is influenced by both the loss offamily and the
loss of the Civil War. In Molly's diary Smith preserves the dangerous space oftransition.
Smith circles mystery and violence alongside love and harmony and asks which force
motivates the story. She positions these elements against one another with strong, dark
language. Molly’s later entries lack complete coherency. She seems to be slowly losing
consciousness. Time slips away from Molly. She doesn t have a watch like Washington.
Instead she lets days melt into one another. Her diary ends mid-thought.

Smith’s settings disintegrate alongside the corporal lives of her protagonists. The
interacting and interchanging of earth, water, and fire, react with and against one another,
ultimately eroding time and place. Smith’s words, however, remain and provide the
permanence for which her characters spent their fictional lives’ searching. Smith’s words
track the physical and emotional journeys of Ivy, Florida Grace and Molly. The words
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also serve as breadcrumbs in the forest or a map for the highway. Smith’s words help to
bless, heal, and prosper us on the long way home,

should we

lose

the

way.
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